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Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon August 13, 1971

Carpenters
Reject Offer
For Settlement

The Murray City Council last civic buildings because of the
night passed a resolution ap- upgrading of fire fighting
proving work to be done which facilities in the city.
Talking with Fire Chief Jackie
will begin implementation of the —Approved the Water & Sewer
Cooper and he says one of the
TOPICS plan for street im- System utilizing the services of
great difficulties with folks
provement in the city of Murray. the Central Billing Service at
reporting fires is that they get
Mayor Holmes Ellis passed out Jackson, Tennessee. The billing
excited, which we can easily
a copy of the letter from B. R. machine of the system is about
understand, and they forget to
Flener, Director of the Division worn out and it was thought that
tell him where the fire is. They
of Traffic, Kentucky Department it would be more economical to
just holler "fire at my house" and
of Highways indicating that the use this service than to purchase
hang up.
state had received approval from a new machine. It also will be
the Federal Highway Ad- another step toward combined
Follow these rules:
ministration for the im- billing for all city services.
1. Call the fire department at
plementation of this plan, with —Took bids on paving in the
once. Don't delay to investigate.
the exception of the downtown city this summer.
—Agreed to ask for bids on two
2. When calling, give: Your
area.
Name. Fire Address.(Think now.
Mr. Flener, reported in his new compactor type trucks for
What is the clearest address for
letter, that improvements in the the Murray Sanitation System.
your home? Your job?
downtown area are 90 urgent that —Opened bids on a carload of
3. Nature of Emergency.. Car,
the state itself will do this work if pipe for the Murray Natural Gas
home,etc. fire? Anyone trapped?
the city will take care of the System.
The annual Kentucky Home widening of five corners at its —Began proceedings to close
4. Wait to answer questions.
Economics Teachers Conference own expense. These corners are: North Second Street from Spruce
Accurate facts are vital.
CORN BLIGHT is inspected by Agriculture Secretary Clifford M. Hardin (middle)
was held at Hardinsburg on northwest corner of Fifth and to Pine Streets.
on ?arm of Charles Bradfield (right) in Vermillion County, Ind. George Waltz
August 9-12. The major emphasis Olive, southwest corner of Fifth M & H Construction won the bid
Pat upthe telephone number of
(left) is Indiana extension crop agent. Corn blight thrives in hot, muggy August.
One three-month-old kitten will for thefour day conference was
the fire department at your phone
and Maple, the two corners at on the street paving to be done
be given away to someone for a the understanding and imm you will not have to look it up
Fifth and Elm and widening the this summer with a bid of $9.70
pet. Interested persons should plementation of the new
when you're excited.
street on South Third by the per ton. Asphalt Paving Comcall 753-7414.
curriculum for all home Woodmen Building from Main to pany of Paducah bid $10.35 per
economics programs in Kentucky Maple. The council approved this ton and Warren Bros. of
If necessary you can dial
FREE IUTIENS
Schools.
"Operator" and tell her "I want
work so that the remainder of the GilbertsvWe bid $10.05.
to report a - 'ire in Murray". She
Three one-month-old kittens Mrs. Lucy Lilly, Murray High TOPICS program could begin. Street lights will be installed
will connect you or take the
will be given away by the owner School, assumed her new The state expects to spend about behind Martin Oil Company on
message.
pets. For information call 753- responsibility as president of the $90,000 in the city for its part of East Main,in front of the home of
for
"It's senseless to even coo Tennessee Valley Authority
FRANKFORT, ( UPI )—The
Kentucky Association of Home the work.
Dr. Donald Hughes on Sycamore
=47.
in
(TVA)
1944
and
Sider it," Cox added.
stretches
Economics Teachers at the
Another thing. When you hear state has no plans to close
Extended (former C. D. Whitlock
Mayor
to
letter
Flener's
Mr.
John Thoman, acting director through Western portions of DRY-SPELL FATALITIES
conference.
home), and by the Bunny Bread
the fire truck or fire chief's car, Kentucky Lake to fishing despite
follows:
as
is
Ellis
Kentucky and Tennessee. It is the
building on South Fourth.
MOVE OVER. This is so the fire a federal study which shows a of the EPA regional office in largest of the TVA-constructed DURANGO, Mexico (UPI)— Those attending from here
Thirty-nine children have died were: Mrs. Lilly and Mrs. Sally
Dave Willis
Councilman
chief and fire truck can get by. high level of mercury pollution in Atlanta, Georgia,said most of the lakes.
of dehydration and other hydric Crass, Murray City School; Mrs.
reported that the three-wheel
Also it might save your life the waters of the Western Ken- bass tested from the lake showed
mercury concentrations above EPA first warned of mercury- illnesses during the last 12 days Beth Kerlick and Miss Lucy "We have received approve vehicles which work with the
because we think of few things tucky Lake.
"We had had no recom- the health safety level set by the contaminated fish in the lake in in the Durango area, city health Forrest, Calloway County High from the Federal Highway Ad Sanitation System will remain on
wasthan getting rim over by a
December, 1970, and the Anentt
authorities said today.
lire truck. They're bigger than mendation from the Federal federal food and drug adSchool; Mrs. Mary Lawson, ministration for the im- drIvesrays for garbage piciam.
office recommended to the Temperatures in Durango
Environmental
ministration.
Protection
and supervisor of plementation of the TOPICS He said that a loan or two men
our '63 Chevvie to say the least.
teacher-trainer
EPA
national
in
office
Agency (EPA) or anyone else "The situation is not at the
have been well over 100 degrees the Kentucky Lake district; and Plan, with the exception of the will be made to the Street
the
that
Washington
lake
be
to panic button level," Thorrum
fahrenheit throughout this per- Miss Pauline Warner, home downtown area,in your City. This Department because of increased
Remember too that when the fire that the lake should be closed
Cox, acting said, "but I do believe the public (Continued on Page Twelve)
iod.
economics teacher-educator a exception was based on the fact efficiency with the new pickup
chiefs car comes by, ten to one. fishermen," J. T.
the Kentucky has the right to know the chances
Murray State University.
that the City is not willing to arrangements. The Sanitation
there will be a fire truck right director of
Department of Fish and Wildlife of catching contaminated fish."
eliminate angle parking around System will also purchase a
behind it
The lake was built by the
Resources said Thursday.
the Courthouse Square area.
welder and torch.
Now comes Ed Knight with a
The coundil 'approved the
"Engineers of
the Traffic purchase of two new compactor
poem entitled "A Cop". It was
By United Press International said today that Egyptian
Division feel that the im- type trucks for the system. One
Written by Oren Blair on August
BELFAST, Northern Ireland President Anwar Sadat has set
Adam Wade Todd, the infant provements in the downtown. will be delivered this fall and
Z, 1944. Blair was a policeman
—Prime Minister Brian Faulu- Sunda as the time limit by
and this poem appeared on the
ner of Northern Ireland today which the United States must son of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth E. area are so important to traffic other in 1972.
beck of an old Louisville Police
spiked a proposal by Premier succeed in its efforts to reach Todd of Route 6, Murray, was movement that the Kentucky Willis reported that the
Bulletin dated September 20,
Jack Glynch of the Irish an interim Middle East peace stillborn at the Murray-Calloway Department of Highways has Sanitation System took in
1844.(In case you forget that was
American public and erode the republic that the Northern settlement. The paper said County Hospital at 3:40 a.m. this decided to implement the $80,152.95 from January through
WASHINGTON (UPI) —Pres- position of those school officials Ireland government be abo- Egypt is "determined" to fight morning according to the Max H. downtown improvements insofar July and spent $89,662.81. One
during WWII).
ident Nixon was caught today who have put themselves on the
as possible. This work will be reason for the overspending, he
Official sources in a total war against Israel Churchill Funeral Home.
"A Cop, they say, when I drive between an attack from the line to implement the law of London also termed the propo- because -there is no alterna- In addition to his parents, the done without Federal par- said, was that the repair of the
U.S. Civil Rights Commission
bulldozer cost the
by or walk along the street
sal unacceptable. Meantime, tive." But there were no signs infant is survived by two sisters: ticipation and will allow the angle land fill
the land."
"A Cop," they think when e'er I for his opposition to racial The commission is chaired by British troops in Londonderry, that Egypt would begin shoot- Teresa Faye and Tina Joy; two parking to remain on both sides system $4,900.
school busing, and a challenge
make A post upon my beat.
James Rudy
the Rev. Theodore M. Hes- under fire near the Roman ing once the deadline was brothers; Danny Lynn and in the flour-block area mentioned Councilman
Carmen Wynn, all of the home above. As discussed with you, Allbritten reported that the 1960
"The Cops!" they shout when from Alabama Gov. George C. burgh, president of Notre Dame Catholic district of Bogside, passed.
address.
this approach will require that Ford fire truck needs an engine
DIZ patrol Goes clanging on its Wallace to prove he means University. He later told a news shot and killed a youth. They
what he says.
way;
on his campus that later found a pistol beside the SPACE CENTER, Houston — He is also survived by his certain work will have to be done overhaul which will cost about
conference
Nixon had no direct reply to
Apollo 15 astronauts will spend grandmothers, Mrs. Alice Todd by the City, at the City's expense. $1,000.
its victim's body. the commission made
Where e'er our uniform is seen, the Civil Rights Commission
today briefing the final two and Mrs. Hilda Gardner, both of This work will consist of radii Hoe Supply Company of
a
"as
because
statement
when Thursday accused him of
"The Cops" is what they say.
matter of conscience, we had to SAIGON —North Vietnamese moonflight teams %If what to Paris Landing, Tenn., and a improvement at certain in- Paducah won the bid on the
What does it man to be a cop? undermining the government's
maintain a nonpartisan moral troops attacked two South anticipate when they take off great-grandfather, Harry tersections and must be done carload of gas pipe with a bid of
effort for school desegregation;
His tasks are many fold.
prior to any other work.
$28.13 per 100 feet of one inch pipe
of Nixon's policies. Vietnamese firebases near the for their lunar goals next year. Biggins of Plainview, Ill.
criticism"
He is a friend to everyone; The but he ordered an investigation
and $53.78 on the two inch. Four
Demilitarized Zone ( DMZ) to- In the Space Agency laborato- Graveside services will be held
acWallace's
said
Hesburgh
into the Alabama situation, in
Young—the weak—the old.
bases ries, scientists now realize that at 3:30 p.m. today (Friday) with "If this approach meets with other bids were received ranging
the
They
day.
riddled
comfort
and
aid
"gives
tion
He is a foe to all that's wrong; which Wallace told local school every retrogressive
person" with neavy rockets and mor- weeks or months must pass Granville Courtney officiating. your approval, we will proceed at from $28.30 to $29.00 per 100 feet
officials to ignore a federal
The robber, thug, or thief;
for the one inch pipe and from.
,
those
follow tars, firing long-range 130mm before it can be proved that the Burial will be in the Elm Grove once."
who
penalizes
and
On mercy missions he is called order involving plans to bus a
The State will begin its work $54.25 cal
to
4Lita! the twti inch.
artillery for the first time in so-called "Genesis Rock" Cemetery.
law.
the
white high school girl for
For help and quick rebel.
die not meet
brought back by the Apollo 15 The Max Churchill Funeral when it receives a letter from One fi
Nixon directed the Justice almost two months.
Too numerous to mention here purposes of racial balance.
crew is actually a piece of the Home is in charge of Mayor Ellis indicating the specifi
Health,
the
and
Department
The situation is an outgrowth
The tasks that he performs,
arrangements.
council has approved the work on The council passed the new
primeval lunar crust.
Welfare Departand
Education
home
of Nixon's recent request to
For guardians of our
these five corners. The Murray
b-Division Regulations for the
ment to look into the Alabama
front wear Policemen's uniform- Congress that federal desegre- situation. A spokesman said
Street Department will do this city of Murray.
gation money not be used for
s.
work which involves pulling back
Councilman Howard Koenan
Nixon was taken by surprise by
For he must guard and safety busing pupils for racial integra- Wallace's action but was not
the curbs to make turning into urged that before university
tion purposes, and of his pledge
keep These loved ones left at
intersecting streets from Fifth students started coming in that
aware of all the details of the
to follow a federal policy of not
home
easier.
the city enforce parking and
involved.
case
By men whose freedom's battle promoting busing.
The TOPICS plan include traffic regulations more rigidly,
for
ran
who
Wallace,
foam.
The Civil Rights Commission,
flight, Beyond the ocean's
sophisticated traffic signals at replace missing signs and
ident two years ago and may
Our population has increased an independent advisory agency run again next year, said:
busy points which are expected to enerally cleanup the city. He
whose members are picked by
Because of war platfts here;
move traffic better in the city. also urged that efforts t be made
"I am only trying to help
Out duties also multiply, In- the President, said the nation
The Federal Government will to collect uncollected city taxes
Nixon carry out his
President
needed "a call to duty and
creasing year by year.
participate at all points in the city which amount to almit $5.000 for
pledge against busing. It is a
Our force has slowly dwindled responsibility for the immediate
the exception of the the past year. An advertisement
with
the
test
to
way
sincerity
good
down; Good mean have left our elimination of the dual school of the Nixon administration. If
will be run notifying delinquent
downtown area.
systems and for support of all
ranks
In other action the council: tax payers that their names will
against
is
busing
President
the
To fight our brutal, vicious foes those school officials who are as he says he is, I expect
—Accepted the resignation of be published and that an attorney
With guns and planes and tanks. forthrightly carrying out their Attorney General John Mitchell
Councilman Alfred Lindsey who will be employed to press
extra
legal obligations.
All this means hard long
submitted his resignation as of payment of the city taxes.
and Health, Education and
hours But we shall not complain "Unfortunately, the Pres- Welfare Secretary Elliot
August 14. He cited business Fire Chief Jackie Cooper
RichWe'll keep our home front safe ident's statement almost cerreported for the period July 12
pressure as his reason.
join
to
this
in
ardson
me
again.
home
tainly will have the opposite
until Our boys come
—Heard Mayor Ellis report on through August 12 as follows: 13
matter."
When they come Proudly effect, the effect of undermina trio to Atlanta with SuDerin- house fires and three car fires,
Wallace ordered the Jefferson
marching home, They'll all be ing the desegegation effort,"
of the Water System John with no false alrams.
tendent
County
of
Board
Education to
the commission said. "It will
glad to hear
Trotter *eking a $50,000 grant A large delegation of citizens
a
disregard
federal
to
order
almost certainly confuse the
from the Department of Housing if the Douglas Community were
send Pamela Davis to a school
That while they did they're job
and Urban Development for the present urging that the section of
20 miles from her home. He
o'er there We did our over here
extension of an interceptor sewer North Second Street from Spruce
told the board to send her
A motorcycle I might ride, or
on the south side of the city to to Pine be closed. The street is
instead to a school four miles
walk a liciely beet.
serve all the newly annexed extremely narrow and presents a
from her rural home.
Or I might drive a cruising car
areas. The sewer would extend wizard to pedestrians and also
The girl's mother had written
Along a darkened street.
about two miles west of the Hazel muses a nuisance to the St. John
Fair today through Saturday Wallace that unless she went to
A
Swimmer:
Strongest
TUG—Wail
Poenish,
511,
World's
as
billed
"The
BOAT
At intersections I might stand
Highway along the Clark's River. Church from the noise caused by
1:)-1q1
with warm days and cool at night the closer school she could not
an
in
half
steamboat with 14 passengers for a mile and a
pulls a 38-foot,
To signal "Go" and "Stop."
Heard Mayor Ellis report that cars moving immediately adHighs today and Saturday in the play in the school band because
micw. un Gull Lake near Richlahd, Mich. Poenish, of Columbus.
40
and
hour
Where e'er I am, you bet your
lower insurance rates will be jacent to the church building.
',watt the 140 miles from Cuba to Fort Lauderdale. Fla.
80s. Lows tonight upper 508 to of the amount of travel time
want,
Ohio.
life I'm proud to be a cop.
forthcoming . for business and (Continued on Page Twelve I
Involved.
mid 60s.
PADUCAH
(UPI)—Striking
carpenters Thursday rejected
ther proposed contract offer
• om the Associated General
ntractors, continuing a strike
has halted from $30-to$50
on in construction projects in
20-county area cf Western
entucky.
About 1,200 carpenters have
on strike since July in a
contract dispute with the contractors.
The details of Thursday's offer
or the margin of rejection was not
disclosed. Previously the carpenters rejected offers of a 40cent an hour wage hike with time
and a half for overtime and a 30cent an hour increase with double
time for overtime.

World News

1

Several From Here
Attend Conference
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Burley tobacco growers are
being reminded that farm
marketing quotas may now be
leased and transferred to other
farms. This new provision will
enable growers to assemble more
economic units for Burley
tobacco production, or to
discontinue production and lease
their farm quotas, according to
011ie C. Hall, Chairman of the
Calloway County Agricultural
Stabilization Conservation
Committee.

Subscription Rates: By carrier in Murray, 5.15 per week, i1.52 per
month. By mail in Calloway and adjoining rowdies, $750
year;
other destinations within 150 miles of Murray, $15.00; morePer
than 150
miles from Murray, S111.00.

The Outstanding Civic Asset of a Community
is the integrity of its Newspaper
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Lease and transfer provisions
already apply to other types of
tobacco.
Interested producers should
check with their County ASCS
office on transfer procedure, said
Mr. Hall.
Lease and transfer of Burley

Mrs. Eunice Treas, age 50, died yesterday at the home of her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. L. D. Williams of Murray.
E. W. Kesler, Farm Bureau Legislative Director, was speaker
at the Calloway County Farm Bureau and Calloway County Soil
Improvement Association picnic held at the Murray City Park
yesterday.
Johnny Dunn, Hal Allbritten, Bobby Wilson, and Dan Miller
have returned home after a motor trip to Miami,Fla.
Miss Mary Burfoot, area nutritionist, Mrs. James Harmon,
county nutritionist, Mrs. Barletta Wrather, home demonstration
agent, Mrs. Cecil Farris, and Mrs. Buford Hurt gave a demonstration on how to use the eleven commodities given out each
month in the surplus food program in Calloway County.

Deaths reported are Miss Reubie Wear, age 72, and Mrs. Mary
Lucille Jones, age 42.
Herbert G. Allbritten of Murray received the degree of Doctor
of Philosophy in agronomy at the Pennsylvania State College.
Mrs. Max Bailey of St. Louis, Mo., has been visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Crouse, and her husband's parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Bailey.
To insure that eggs purchased by Calloway County stores and
produce firms are fresh as possible, J. P. Mitchell, inspector for
the Kentucky State Department of Health, has been checking
candling and storage facilities.

Hospital Report
August 10, 1971
ADULTS 124
NURSERY 12
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs Gene Hill and baby boy

BY TOM PERKINS

"When Dropped Cats and Dogs Ain't"

Watch therefore, for ye know neither the day nor the hour
wherein the Son of man cometb.--Mattbew 25:13.
With each day being a potential day of Christ's return, each day
aboo becomes theldsy to do His will.

t

Isn't It The Truth!
by Carl Kiblet Jr.

The hot weather months sent Women's Lib to the
mountains, the seashore and overseas. It won't be
long now before they'll be back in the news with
some strong, new ideas--like insisting it is not true
that women are stronger than men, that women do
not in fact live longer because they experience less
stress and that men are still in the saddle only
because it took women a hundred years and more to
phase out the sidesaddle.
"Whilst there is a world 'tis women that
will govern it."
—"The Provok'd Wife"

YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
TRADE WITH

"Human beings are wonderful people,- Dad said. In fact,"
Dad went on, ''Some of the finest people I've ever known were
real human beings."
Now,at this point, dear reader, I am thinking the same thought
as you, "How can vou know people without knowing hunian
beings?" Since, I know Dad better than you do, dear reader, I
asked him what he meant, if anything). Dad proceeded to explain that in this world there were great humans and inhumans,
and if it were possible for someone to be inhuman you surely could
know a person without knowing a real human being. 1 Dad's logic
confounds me, and if he continues to write I'm sure he will confound the world).
Dad said you could easily tell humans from inhumans by how
they act. Humans act like people, while inhumans act like:
monkeys,(funny as),0x's(stupid as), Loon's ( crazy as), Bulls( in
a china shop), Bats (blind as), DoDo's i dumb as), and inhumans
(dropping Cats and Dogs. Dad said, of all the things he had listed
the last, dropping Cats and Dogs, was the inhumanist. Dad went
on supporting his position by adding that only inhumans dropped
Cats and Dogs. Dad described the act of dropping Cats and Dogs
as the wonderful act of taking these unwanted surplus animals
into the country or city,)depending on where you live) and simply
putting them out to make their own living. Dad went on to say that
from his observation he knew these animals lived high until they
starved to death.
Dad said that inhumans have three victims: Dogs, Cats, and
Humans that found them.
I'm little, and Dad has impressed me to think, and what I think
is "Dropped Cats and Dogs Ain't".
—Bob little
A Poem from the collection,
"Poems For My Son."
Last evening I did not understand,
when you suddenly told
your Mother and me
you did not want to go
away ever and you had tears
in your eyes as your Mother
warmed you with her arms
while I said you did not have
to go anywhere and you said,
but there is war!
I'm sorry my son
that in your few years
you have heard of war
and I have been unable to assure
you won't have to go.

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
**Service Built OsILISusiness"
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

Relax in Air
Conditioned Comfort

—Thomas Perkins
Torute—SHADOWS 7:30
IMPOSSIBLE 9:15

THE JOURNEY
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The journey's quite long.
!lie load is not light
But heaven is there
Beyond the twilight.

1
14,0101in• 11

-0!ME— WE DIFF
•Kin'WEEN BEING A FEMALE

*
***:

* AND BEING A WOMAN X
*
vls **•**••* *•* *** * * * * * * ** ** ** * **

DISMISSALS
Master Jamie Dean Miller,
Route I, Almo, James Lee
Cohoon, 516 South llth Street,
Murray, Master Bobby Dale
Odom, Route 5, Benton, Master
Billy Allen Nelms, Jr., 203 5th
Street, Fulton, James Oakley,
Jr., Route 1, Hardin, Mrs. Mary
Edith Smothers and baby boy,
Route 2, Benton, Mrs. Clarice
progan McDaniel, Route 3,
Murray, Mrs. Hilda Ann.
Youngblood and baby girl, Route
7, Mayfield, Miss Judith Ann
Henson, Route 7, Benton, Gary
Lynn Brane, Route 1, Kirksey,
Mrs. Wanda Sue Taylor, Route 1,
Almo, James Anthony McClure,
Gatesboro, Murray, John
Talmadge Bucy, Route 5,
Murray, Mrs. Patricia Lee
Lovett and baby girl, Route 4,
Murray, Mrs. Barbara Jeanne
Edwards, 804 Maple Avenue,
Mayfield, Carroll Rosemond
Avery, New Concord, Mrs. Ruby
Jewell Kirk, Route 8, Murray,
Thomas Jefferson Elkins, Route
6, Murray, Mrs. Beulah Myrtle
Robinson, Route 1, Puryear,
Tenn., Mrs. Myrtle Thurman, 203
North 10th Street, Murray.
The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Friday, Aug. 13, the
225th day of 1971.
The moon is in its last
quarter.
The morning stars are Venus
and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mercury, Mars and Jupiter.
Those born on this, day are
under the sign of Leo.
American pioneer social reformer Lucy Stone was born
Aug. 13, 1818.
On this day in history:
In 1973 the song "Yes, We
Have No Bananas" became the
nation's No. 1 hit.
In 1930 Capt. Frank Hawkes
set a speed record by flying
from Los Angeles to New York
in 12 hours, 25 minutes.
In 1955 Russia announced a
pending reduction in its armed
forces of 640,000 men.
In 1961 the Communists
began building the Berlin Wall,
dividing the city after more
than two million persons had
fled to West Germany in 12
years.
A thought for today: British
Novelist John Galsworthy said,
"If you do not think about the
future you cannot have one,"
Now You Know
By United Press International
Americans spent $14.5 billion
in 1968 on' alcoholic beverages,
and $33 million on playing
cards.

3(4 Knowledge and Wisdom
and bring forth a song.
They each will be needed
Als you march along.
Keep virtue and Hope,
and Chastity sound
They're needed as you
galk on God's hallowed ground

singapore uuttler
tops with `1-Up

Keep Fortitude near
Use Love as your sword.
The journey is yours,
and there is the Lord
—Pat Miller

Where in, the world do they
turn out the best bottle of
Seven-UP? In Singapore, of
course.
Fraser id
Neave, the
Singapore franchisee of the

tobacco quotas will be permitted
among farms located within the
same county. Pounds for transfer to any one farm are limited
to the smaller of 15,000 pounds or
50 percent of a farm's cropland,
times the farm yield, minus the
burley quota before transfer.
While transfer for the 1971 crop
can be made up to February 15,
1972, Burley producers were
urged by Mr. Hall to make their
mister agreements prior to the
ppening of
the markets if
possible.

Any owner with a Burley
tobacco quota may transfer the
quota, within limitations, up to
five years, but the transfer must
be to another Burley farm within
the same county. To be effective,
all transfers must be approved by
the County ASC Committee.
Burley growers who experience crop losses this year
have two alternatives for
managing their unused quota. A
grower may elect not to use the
quota this year and it will be
Barbs From the Bench added to next year's farm quota,
• he may lease it to another
On trial for burglary, the de- farm.
fendant was trying to explain why
he had been observed near the
Before the
local markets
scene of the crime at three o'clock
in the morning. But the judge was open, tobacco producers will be
asked to Webb whether Derby
skeptical.
"Honest people," he said caus- was planted on their farms, aid
tically, "are in bed at three whether a pesticide containing
o'clock in the morning."
DDT or IDE was used on the
tobacm—after it was planted in the
field. Support loans cannot be
made to producers who used a
pesticide containing DDT or TDE
on their Burley or other tobacco
crops.
Marketing cards will be issued
to Burley growers who indicate
they have tobacco from their
farms available for marketing.
Producers who expect to sell at
more than one warehouse during
the same period should request
Was the judge's remark preju- more than one marketing card
dicial? Indeed it was, ruled an from their County ASCS office.
appellate court, granting the defendant a new trial. The court
said the judge had no right, even
by wisecrack, to blacken the defendant's reputation.
The appellate court was concerned not about the feelings of
the defendant but about the minds
of the jurors.
..
"The jury." said one expert.
"can be easily. influx/Iced by the
slightest suggestion from the (trial
judge), whether it be a nod of the
head, a smile, a frown, or a
spoken word. It is imperative that
conduct himself with utmost
caution in order that the unusual
power he possesses shall not be
abused."
Unfortunately, a new trial is
costly in both time and money.
Accordingly, even if a judge has
said something to disparage the
• COMING SUN.*
defendant, the appellate court
will usually overlook it if there
seems to be no great harm done.
Often a judge who realizes his
mistake can "take the sting out"
of what he said by instructing the
jury to ignore it.
Nor is a judge expected to be
superhuman. In the heat of a trial,
he may understandably show
flashes of nonjudicial emotion.
In one case, while the judge
was talking with a lawyer, the defendant kept interrupting. Finally
the judge burst out:
"Please keep quiet. I don't like
it. You are here to answer questions. If there is any more of that
kind of talk, you will be in jail
for contempt of court."
But this time, an appellate court
found no grounds for a new trial.
The court said that, even though
the judge should not have lost his
temper, he could be excused for
a natural reaction to a stressful
situation.
The United States Supreme
Court once summarized the matter as follows:
"A defendant is entitled to a
fair trial but not g perfect one::,
An American Bar Asmoeiation
public get-vice feature by Will
Bernard.

C 1971 American Bar Association
MISTAKEN IDENTITY
CATERHAM, England (UPI)
—When Fred Williams, 22,
spotted a man following his
wife around a local department
store, he thought he was trying
to pick her up.
And when the man persisted,
a court heard Tuesday, Williams tapped him on the
shoulder —and then thumped
him on the nose.
The man turned out to be the
store manager checking for
shop-lifters. Magistrates fined
Williams $36 for assault.
HUNT WILL RETIRE
AMHERST, Mass. ( UPI)—
The New England Patriots
announced Tuesday that veteran offensive linesman Jim Hunt
has announced his retirement
from professional football.
company, has been designated
No. 1 producer by Seven-Up
Export Corporation. More than
160 bottling plants in 73
countries outside of the United
States and 'Canada were
eligible for the 1970 award

DENOUNCED, SENTENCED
— After being denounced
by an angry federal judge,
former Mayor Thomas J.
Whelan (above) of Jersey
City, N.J., was sentenced
to 15 years in prison for
Whelan's part in a kickback scheme. Judge Robert
Shaw said he hoped the
sentence would "serve notice among all politicians
with like inclinations.-
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Lolich Posts 19th Victory Of
Season, 4-3 Over Milwaukee
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Players
Take Side
With Kapp

Denver And Joliet Win
In Colt League Tourney

By NEIL HERSHBERG
Lolich is rebounding from an starter Mike Paul with one out
UPI Sports Writer
off season in 1970 when he In the fourth inning after the
While sensational Vida Blue finished with a disappointing 14- White Sox had scored both of
Johnston, the catcher, who went
Murro fell to Denver, Coioraao,
errors three-for-three at the plate,
four
committed
continues to capture the head- 19 mark.
Murray
no
and
hit
1
—The
up
gave
and
innings
and
(UPI)
Williams
4-0
and Joliet, Illinois, blasted
WASHINGTON
their runs. Walt
lines in the American League, "The key to my success is Rick Reichardt singled to open National Football League Play- Birmingham, Michigan, 15-0 in runs. Ray Lane pitched the final in the game.
banging out 2 doubles and a
Mickey Lolich is content with good concentration throughout," the inning, the first hits off ers Association has decreed opening round action of the North two innings for Murray and gave
Landolt struck out the first two single.
quietly getting the job done.
batters he faced in the opening
Steve Hicks added one double
said Lolich, now 19-8. "I've had Paul. Mike Andrews walked that Commissioner Pete Rozelle Division Colt League All- Star up two hits.
Lolich posted his 19th victory fantastic control most of the and one run scored on Steve violated the NFL constitution tournament at the Colt League Casey was the starting pitcher frame but then Lynn Morales and a single for Joliet.
of the season—second only to year and that's the key to the Huntz' sacrifice fly. Another and its bylaws in reference to Field at City Park here last night. or Denver and he gave up no Denver's right fielder, came li Birrninghum's two hits were
and hit a borne run. both singles, one by Ryan and one
Blue in the major leagues— whole thing."
came home on Tom Egan's the Joe Kapp case.
Murray, the host team for the ts, struck out five, and walked the plate
Thursday when the Detroit The Tigers broke a 2-2 tie in single before Foster took over. Rozelle ruled that Kapp had tournament, managed only one
The Joliet-Birmingham game by Dunkel.
y one in three innings. Siler
Tigers erupted for four runs in the eighth with one out. Jim
e in in the fourth for Denver was called at the end of 5 innings Joliet scored four runs in the
not signed a valid NFL contract hit against Denver in the opening
the eighth inning to defeat the Northrup singled and scored on Jim Palmer pitched a four- with the NEW England Patriots game of last night's action. The and gave up the hit to Willis. Nale because of the 12-run rule when first inning, eight in the third,
Milwaukee Brewers 4-3.
one in the fourth and 2 in the fifth.
Bill Freehan's triple. With the hitter for his 14th victory as and said the veteran quarter- lone hit was a single by Dean pitched the seventh for Denver Joliet was leading 15-0.
The victory, 1.43lich's 19th infielders playing in, Aurelio Baltimore defeated Minnesota. back could not work out with Willis_
Joliet rapped out 14 hits in the
and struck out three.
Three games are on tap for
complete game of the year, Rodriguez pushed a single Don Buford, Mery Ftettemnund the club until he had signed the George Landoll started on the Denver scored one run in the contest and limited Birmingham tonight with the first game
extended the Detroit left- through shortstop to score and Andy Etchebarren homered standard players contract.
getting underway at 4:30 p.m.
mound for Murray and gave up 4 st, 1 run in the second and 2 to only 2 hits.
hander's season total innings Freehan with what proved to be for the Orioles.
The big hitter for Joliet was this afternoon.
in the third inning.
Kapp refused to sign and has runs on 3 hits. Charlie Rains
pitched to 279. Hall of -Kamer the winning run.
inactive for almost a pitched in the fourthand fifth
Palmer, 14-6, got into trouble been
Bob Feller, former Cleveland
IniNother Anterican League
month.
ninth
the
in
outs
two
with
in action, Oakland ripped Boston
fireballer, pitched 371 in ao•
the owners'
inning by giving up a double to In a letter to
1946 to set the modern record 9-2, New
execuGarvey,
York swept a
Ed
committee,
Rod Carew and a single to
for total innings pitched since
doubleheader from California 3- Tony Oliva for one run but tive director of the Players
the lively ball was introduced in 0 and
2,1 in 11 innings, struck Out Hanlon Killebrew to Association, said Thursday that
1920.
ICapp's contract was valid and
Baltimore triiiped Minnesota 8- end the game.
Third in a series of previews than four yards •per plunge in sissippi State, Alabama, TennesLolich, who won 19 games 2, Kansas City
that Roselle had violated by
Flortdivided a
sintwo-out
Bobby Murcer's
major college football teams '70 and he and Durrance also see, Louisiana State and
)f
previously in 1969, is anxiously
leave
to
him
doubleheader with Washington,. gle drove home Gene Michael bylaws in forcing
la State in a row and then
were standout receivers.
UniverThe
Southeast:
the
in
looking forward to becoming a the Royals taking the
opener 2- from third base in the Ilth camp.
"We have five good raining have only two weeks before
eta of Florida.
20-game winner.
the
that
added
Garvey
0 and the Senators rebounding
the
ankees
said Dickey. "All of meeting Auburn and Georgia
V
the
backs,"
give
to
inning
"Every pitcher's ambition is to take the
By DAVID MOFFTT
nighcap 2-1 and nigtcap of their twinbill with collective bargaining agreement
capable of starting ck-to-back."
are
them
to be a 20-game winner. I've
so-called
UPI Sports Writer
does not define the
Cleveland downed Chicago 6
By WILLIAM VERNIGAN
Peterson
getting the job In a nutshell, Florida in 1971
Fritz
and
us
Angels.
for
the
got 19 now so I'm looking 2.
ATLANTA (UPI) — If Doug
"standard player contract" and
UPI Sports Writer
the same basic problem as
Durrance,
hits
nine
includes
Angels
on
He
the
blanked
done."
forward to it," said the 30-year
that it allows the player and
BROOKVILLE, N.Y. ( UP11— Dickey locates that defense be Rich, junior Duane Doel and
In the National League St. in the opener.
1970. The Gators will score
old southpaw.
leaguethe club to agree on any
Fran Tarkenton predicts the is looking for, the Florida Ga- sophomores Lenny Lucas and lot of points but it remains
Louis edged Pittsburgh 34, San
New York Giants are going to tors will be title contenders Vince Kendrick.
Diego blanked New York 3-0 Michael doubled as a pinch- approved contract changes.
=••=••=e=e=e0
,
20•0•=1
be seen if they can outscore
Atlanta outslugged Houston 10-5 hitter for winning pitcher Mike "Since Kapp played football have a -great season," but the this year in the Southeastern "Lucas is young and has
ir opposition.
and Philadelphia beat Los Kekich. Jerry Kenney was In 1970 under his existing prospects for the team didn't Conference.
some things to learn through
passed intentionally and Thur- contract with the Patriots, it is look so
before Coach Dickey already has an experience," said Dickey. "But BLUE SIGN TWO
optimistic
Angeles 3-1 in 13 innings.
starters
from
him
offensive
bar
now
to
Ten
3ffense.
ridiculous
ST. LOUIS (UPI)—Jim Shires
a
into
in
man Munson groenued
Thursday night.
Bert Campaneris knocked
he has the potential to be one
return and they include passMike Parizeau, two newlyand
more force play as Michael took third. playing bootball during the 1971
two
scored
"retirefour-day
a
and
runs
After
two
runners
of the most exciting
By United Press International
season under the same con- ment," the 31-year-old quarter- ing sensation John Reaves, releft wingers, Thursday
acquired
Segui
Diego
end
to
hurler
single
a
lined
veteran
then
Murcer
and
Florida has had."
American League
1971-1972 contracts
tract," said Garvey in the back sat down with Giants ceiver extraordinary Carlos Alscattered seven hits as the the game.
Florida's defense in last signed their
But
east
statement.
varez and running star Tommy
the St. Louis Blues.
with
four-game
a
for
two
Mara
earned
Wellington
Athletics
owner
was
woecampaign,
year's 7-4
W. L. Pct. GB
Garvey also accused the hours Thursday night and Durrance.
Relievers Paul Lindblad and
fully weak. The Gators gave up CANADIENS SIGN YVAN
70 42 .625 ... sweep of the Red Sox.
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.t.artfaith
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y
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MONTREAL (UPI) — The
31 touchdowns and an average
64 52 .552 8
Detroit
t• a berg out of bases-loaded in its grievance against Kapp, one-year contract terms he had er is guard Donny Williams and
of 352 yards per game-19 more Montreal Canadiens of the
64 53 .547 8/
2 to 8-5, struck out five and
1
Boston
to
by
filled
inning
dead-day
60
quickly
the
that
claiming
that hole was
his I uble in the eighth
rejected earlier in the week.
than their offense gained. Six National Hockey League ThursNew York
60 58 .508 13 walked four in hurling
eserve his fourth victors of line for filing had elapsed long
Despite his return, Tarkenton moving Bill Dowdy over a starters return on defense but day signed Yvan Cournoyer, the
2 fourth complete game of the
/
48 69 .410 241
Cleveland
sea son and earn dat before the committee submitted will be subject to a stiff fine at notch and making 244-pound Dickey is banking heavily on all-star right winger who was
47 69 .405 25 year. Solo homers by George he
Washington
spokled nators a split of their its claim.
Tatum
Ken
and
Scott
the discretion of coach Alex senior is regarded by the pros
second on the club in scoring
West
to Webster for missing Practice as the top quarterback prospect his sophomores.
return
to
anxioos
"Kapp
is
bid.
shutout
Royals.
his
the
doubleheader with
have a sounder foot- last year with 73 points.
"We'll
W. L. Pct. GB
pro football and the only and a game against Houston on in the college ranks. A dropAlan Foster allowed only
than we had last sea- PERU-AUSTRALIA LEAD
75 42 .641 ...
Oakland
Commissioner Monday night which the Giants back passer, Reaves has rolled ball team
Ken Wright and Tom Burg- obstacle is
of
innings
2-3
5
in
hits
three
ton," said Dickey. "It has
60 55 .522 14
Kansas City
-hitter
six
NEW YORK (UPI)—Peru
a
on
combined
two
him
past
allow
the
to
Rozelle's refusal
meier
lost 35-6 with substitute quar- up 5,283 yards
more going for it in terms of defeated Great Britain and
55 62 .470 20 relief as Cleveland edged
Chicago
to herii the Royals to play for the New England
more
291
opener
only
needs
the
and
season
in
his
earning
Foster,
charge.
in
Chicago.
terback Dick Shiner
55 64 .462 21
California
Australia bested Canada to take
the iepth at many positions.
Patriots," said Garvey in the
win.
As soon as Tarkenton refused (one good game) to surpass
"But we play a very difficult a 2-1 lead Thursday in the
51 64 .44323 seventh victory, took over from
kfinnesota
total
Conference
statement.
.to play in the opening exhibition Southeastern
be de- semifinals of the Stevens Cup
48 67 .417 26
Milwaukee
Archie ichedule and it will
game, Mara released a state- offense career record
on us," he continued International Senior Team Tenmanding
Thursday's Results
year.
ment saying he had retired, but Manning set last
'We will need all the depth we nis Championships for players
.Oakland 9 Boston 2
Sam Huff, New York Giants
the
from
insisted
Tarkenton
an get to run through Missis- 45 years and older.
*Cleveland 6 Chicago 2
on
quoted
recently
start that the dispute could be sout, was
Detroit 4 Milwaukee 3
the ball
ironed out and seemed truly Reaves: "...throws
N.Y. 3 California 0 ( 1st)
with more distance, accuracy
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when
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Wash 2 Kan City 1 (2214)
Tarkenton said. "I'm sorry for reads defenses better than anyof 'beeps se the 26 Natioaat Pittsburgh's strength is in its
Baltimore 8 Minnesota 2
line is SUTTON, Mass. (UPI)—Even what I did on Sunday. I think it college quarterback I've ever
Football League Teams: The defense, where a solid
anchored by tackle Joe Greene though most of the "significant was a hasty move on my part. come across."
Saturday's Games
Pittsburgh Steelers
Reaves, who completed 410
and backed by linebacker Andy characters" were missing, Now my only desire is to play
iDetroit at Minnesota
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of the 165,000 Massachusetts Tarkenton, one of
Alvarez, an All-America as a
John Rowser, both Classic Golf Tournament.
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al Football League's highest
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quarterbacks,
player
and factory air, one owner, local car,
Fringe tournament
discussion with Terry Bradshaw
National League
Chuck Beatty, a team-i John Schlee came up with the report for practice today at the have recovered from the knee
and Terry Remedy, the young Safety
"Doctor's
Special"
East
last
him
hobbled
that
injury
North
at
Greene's
mate of
"significant characters" classi- Giants' training camp at C. W.
W. L. Pct. GB quarterbacks.
healthy
Alvarez
Having
State, could develop into fication in which he lumped Post College and said he hopes season.
Everyone, that is, except Texas
71 47 .602 ...
Pittsburgh
1969 V.W. Squareback, low mileage, local car,
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2 worried about who the
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New York
Although senior Jim Yancey
Chuck Hinton ana enas Lloyd of others.
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Ben McGee, all Schlee's analysis was per- explained Tarkenton, who will rates as one of the top tight
and
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"When somebody shows they
46 70 .397 24
Montreal
stationwagon, double power and factory air,
seven seasons or tinent because, with the big be starting his fifth season with ends in the conference, he figof
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can handle the thing, they'll
West
one
ures to be pushed by a 6-foot-6,
owner, local car, "Doctor's Specials"
more.
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vacationing
winners either
W. L. Pct. GB handle it, but until then, we're
the middle recovering from ailments, he the more I appreciate playing. 233-pound sophomore Hank
Allen,
Chuck
San Francisco 69 51 .575 ... still searching for a quarter- linebacker, is a 12-year veteran
Foldberg, son of the former
1967 Cadillac Sedan Deville, full power and
was leading the field after the think the Giants are going to
back."
64 54 .542 4
Los Angeles
Davis, who patrols first round in the run for the have a great season. Football is Army All-America.
Henry
but
Bradshaw
factory air, one owner local ear, "Slick ass
2 Last year, when
1
63 58 .521 6/
Atlanta
Auto
the outside with Russell, has $33,000 first prize.
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1
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money winning list with just better teams that lost to us
Steelers threw 32 interceptions,
44 76 .36720
San Diego
1965 Oldsmobile , 4 door sedan, double power
ally at the key positions, and $35,000 for eight months work. because our whole 40-man Dickey is anxious to inject
tops in the NFL.
Thursday's Results
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St. Louis 3 Pittsburgh 2
be the key to how quickly it spectacular round only left hint missing noticeably against quarterback is going to score
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Durrance, a 203-pound senior,
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Qualities
Displayed Leadership
the early stages of his opening camp," Tarkenton, who has
1962 Comet,'Ruff as a c6b and cheap as dirt.
:Montreal at Los Angeles, night new, three-year contract.
Hanratty, however, has dis- round. The big slice of the completed 825 passes in 1,512 score more than 100 points in a
Francisco
San
at
New York
played more of the leadership 17,000 gallery was following a tries for 11,453 yards and 92 season. when he tallied 110 as a
sophomore and his two-year tocharacteristics which a winning
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quarterback must have.
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Charley Trippi's 25-year-old conPreston Pearson and John
The colorful Ken4farrelson training camp I didn't have it
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Mike Rich, the 214-pound sennew to the Steelers last year major league baseball's mod play in the Houston game
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figures to help them. Fuqua set following and carried on a
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sanitary stations, grocery, air conditioned
from scrimmage in the NFL
"I shot a lot better last
year.
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recreation room with games.
week" Harrelson explained in
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reference to his pro tour debut.
rookies last season including
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names of golf though he
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muchanother
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finished the round in a 19-way
talked about rookie, wide
tie for 57th place.
receiver Frank Lewis from
"The Hawks" position was a
Grambling, the team's No. 1
good indication of the fact that
draft pick.
more than a third of the 150
Highway 68
The interior of the offensive
main field either broke or
line is a veteran unit with
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matched par in the first round,
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Brown in his 10th.
scores soaring into the 80s

Tarkenton Gators Need Defense To Be
SEC Contenders This Year
Signs With
NY Giants
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Saturday, August 14

its regular meeting at seven p.m.
at the Masonic Hall.

The Bethel
Cemetery
Association will hold its annual The Baptist Women of the
meeting at ten a.m.
First Baptist Church will meet at
the church at nine a.m.
Sunday, August 1$
Mr. and Mrs. Fleetwood
Croudi will celebrate their 500
wedding anniversary with a
reception at the Murray
Woman's Club House from 2:30 to
five p.m. All friends
and
relatives are invited to attend.
Tuesday, August 17
The Baptist Young Women of
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church will have a
potluck
supper at the home of Mrs. Lerty
Bogard at seven p.m.
The WSCS of the Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at two p.m. at
the church.
Circle I of the First United
Methodist Church WSCS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Ruth
Weston at two p.m.
The WSCS of the Russells
Chapel United Methodist Church
will meet at 1:30 p.m.
Murray Assembly No. 19 Order
of the Rainbow for Girls will hold

Thursday, August 19
A barbecue for the Baptist
Women and their families of the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
will be held at the City Park at
seven p.m.

HOW WIDE A HEM SHOULD a wit. Pick fabrics and colors
BE—Generally, a finished hem that mix and match well.—Dean
should be from ks inch to 3 inches Roper, Courthouse, Mayfield,
wide, However, a flared skirt Ky. 42066 Phone 247-2334.
requires a more narrow hem,
while a straight skirt may be
ovenThe
WARNING!
wider. For the very full, circular
skirt,such as an evening dress, a processing method of canning
vs inch hem may be best. At the should NEVER be used. Dry heat
other extreme, a daytime dress in the oven may not raise the
Mr. and Mrs. Lynn Robinson of
of sheer fabric with a straight temperature inside the jar high
Murray are the parents of a baby
hanging, gathired or pleated enough to kill microorganisms.
boy, Patrick Darren, weighing
skirt may require a 6 to 8 inch or Jars may explode and cause
eight pounds eight ounces, at 1:04
wider hem. If tape is used, it damage to you and your range.
pin, at the Murray Calloway
should be included in the overall The U of K Extension Henn
County Hospital. They have one
hem width. For children's clothes Economists urge you to avoid this
daughter 4 years old, Lisa
the hem allowance may be method no matter what relatives
Michele.
greater than the suggestions or friends may advise.—Patricia
given above to allow for letting Curtsinger, Courthouse, Benton,
The new father is the owner of
down.
The hem itself may be Ky. 42025 Mae: 527-6601.
binson's Trucking Co. in
wider or the extra amount may _
urray.
be laid this a double hem or as a
Grandparents are Mrs. Helen tuck in the hem.—Catherine C. TIME AND MONEY SAVER Robinson, South 7th Street, Thompson, Hickman, Ky. 42050 Your pressure cooker - Did you
know an electric pressure cooker
Murray, Mr. and Mrs. Dorris Phone: 236-2351.
comes complete with a control
Ezell, Route 2 Murray. Great
master. It automatically controls
Grandparents are Mrs. Autumn
Any kind of vacation travel has the heat in a wide range of
Ezell, Route 2 Murray, Mr. and
Mrs. E. C. Williams, Route 1 a tendency to be dirty. Select temperature settings. When the
plain or printed garments in dark control master is detached from
Almo.
colors that will not show soil the cooker,the pan and cover can
easily. Build your wardrobe be washed under water.
around one color scheme. By These electric
pressure
choosing one color, you can use cookers are available in four and
the same accessories for dif- six-quart sizes.—Barletta
ferent outfits. Variety is Wrather, 209 Maple St., Murray,
available by changing a scarf or Ky. Phone: 753-1452.

FBIRTHSj

Retired Persons Find Home Where
The Action Is In Their Hobbies & Work

By JOAN O'SULLIVAN
•T-HE PEAK months for tomatoes are May, June, July
and August. This is when tomatoes are at their best—red,
ripe and wonderfully flavorful
At Their Peals
While they are at their peak,
It is a good idea to put them
up. Make the preserves that
Grandma treasured. Whether
you grow your own tomatoes
or buy them at the market, invest in a dozen or so new
wide-mouth screw-cap canning
jars. Fill them with such oldfavorite recipes as Mustard
Pickles. Mixed Vegetable Relish or Tomato Relish.
alp and Save
For those who grow their
own tomatoes, these are recipes to clip and use when the
tomato crop is harvested in a
few months from now. Somehow toward the end of the
season there are always more
tomatoes than you know what
to do with. Relish them and
enjoy them all year around.

AWE
caref,
garet,
Calif.
sailor

Cros
•I
1 Jump
4 Wall pa
9 Haul

Karo corn syrup
WIRED VEGETABLE
WHILE TOMATOES are at their peak of perfection — now through August — is a good
RELISH
time to put up jars of relish. You'll enjoy its fresh taste all during next winter.
3 cups finely chopped
carrots
1
4-inch thickens. Remove spice bag.
Cover carrots, green pepper, sterilized jars leaving /
% cup finely chopped
Immediately pour into hot,
red pepper, cabbage and onion headspace. Seal inunediately
green pepper
%, cup finely chopped red with boiling water; let stand 5 as directed by jar manufac- sterilized jars, leaving %-inch
headspace. Seal immediately
turer.
:
-- minutes. Drain well
- -- pepper
Makes 5 to 6 (%-pint) jars as directed by jar manufacMix together vegetable mix% cup finely chopped
turer.
ture, vinegar, corn syrup, salt, of Mixed Vegetable Relish.
cabbage
Makes 5 (34-pint) jars of
NOTE: Vegetables may be
mustard seed and celery seed
134 cups finely chopped
Tomato Rehab.
put' through food chopper.
In 6-quart kettle.
onion
Bring to boil, stirring fre2 cups cider vinegar
MUSTARD PICKLES
TOMATO RELISH
. 1 cup light or dark corn quently. Reduce heat and contomatoes
cup
pounds
ripe
3
stirring
tinue to boil gently,
syrup
psr cornstarch
'12 tablespoons
3 medium onions, chopped
occasionally, about 20 minutes
134 tablespoons salt
11
/
4 teaspoon salt
1 large green pepper,
1% teaspoons mustard seed or until mixture thickens.
chopped
134 teaspoons turmeric
Pour hot mixture into hot
1% teaspoons celery seed
2 cups water
1 cup light corn syrup
1 cup vinegar
1 tablespoon salt
2 tablespoons mustar4
2 cups cider vinegar
with horseradish
1 tablespoon mustard seed
6 cups cooked vegetables,
134 teaspoons whole cloves
such as: catiliflowerets,
11
/
4 teaspoons celery seed
small onions, green
2 (3-inch) sticks
beans, carrots
cinnamon
Mix together sugar, corn
Dip tomatoes in boiling
water just until the skins are starch, salt and turmeric.
In saucepan, stir together
softened, about 1 minute. Rewater, vinegar and mustard
move the skins and the stem
ends; coarsely chop tomatoes. with horseradish. Slowly add
Place tomatoes, onion, green sugar mixture, stirring until
pepper, corn syrup, salt and smooth. Cook over low heat,
vinegar in 4-quart saucepan or stirring constanUy, until
thickened and clear.
kettle.
Add vegetables. Bring just
Tie mustard seed, whole
cloves, celery seed and cinna- to boil.
Spoon into sterilised Jars
mon in cheesecloth; add to
vegetable mixture. Stir until leaving 34-inch headspace
t) directed
i
(i
eidia
(telyinas
Seal immediately
thoroughly mixed.
hy;LT ronnufacturer. Lot stand
Bring to boll over meauto
a
week
before
using.
bell
heat; reduce heat and
Argo corn starch
Mak
/
1
2-IS
gently, stirring occasionally,
ars of
MUSTARD PICKLES traditionally made with cauliflower
about 2 hours or until mixture Mustard Pickles.
can also include other vegetables--onions, beans, carrots.

By GAY PAULEY
weather. ,Check advertisements
UPI Womeia's Editor
to see how prices compare with
NEW YORK (UP1)4lome is your present area. Do this for
where the action is with most several communities. Even if
retired persons. It becomes the you don't select one, at least
place for pursuit of hobbies, for you have a working knowledge
entertaining, studying, planning of how other people live.
a new career, enjoying the
No matter
whether
the
garden, preparing to travel.
situation is to stay or to move,
By Abigail Van Buren
Where to make the home is make sure retirement does not
one of the major decisions the mean inactivity. AARP tells of
DEAR ABBY: My problem is my husband. We have been
so-called senior citizens face in the 79-year-old real estate
married for 10 years and have three children, ages 4 thru 9
increasing numbers. For it's executive in Washington, D.C.,
My husband will not discipline the children. It is all left
estimated that by the year 2000, who conducts classes in real
up to me. The only time he will do any correcting is if I am
some 50 million or more of the estate for other retirees and
Mr. and Mrs. James Klapp anc
not at home. I work in a factory, eight hours a day, five days
nation's population will be in counsels government employes
children, Jimmy, Amanda.
a week, and I am tired when I get home. When the kids fight the 55-years and over category.
heading for retirement.
Angela and Andrea of Bowie.
among themselves, I yell at them, then my husband gets
"The actual decision is up to
His advice: "Activity is the Maryland, have returned home
mad at me for yelling at the kids, but if they are fighting and you .
because it is a very secret of happiness in life. But
after a week's visit with Mr.
I ask him to make them stop be says, "Leave me alone."
personal one," says one organi- it must be activity with a
Klapp's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Now he tells me he can't stand my yelling at the kids afl zation helping folks adjust to
purpose and the purpose has to Norman Klapp. Jimmy is emthe time, and if I don't quit it, he is going to move out of the retirement. It is the American
include somebody besides ployed on the staff of the Director
Mum.
Association of Retired Persons yourself."
International Division of the U.S.
I love him and want him to be happy, but I'm being (AARP), headquartered in
General Accounting Office,
pulled between knowing the kids need to be yelled at, and Washington, D.C., and offering
(EDITORS: Copies of "Your Washington, D.C. Shortly after
trying to keep my husband home. Please help me.
free "Your Retirement Home Retirement Home Guide" are
returning home from Murray he
--PULLED BETWEEN Guide."
available by writing AARP will leave on a business trip
Your reasons for staying in FullfIllment Dept., P.O. Box
DEAR PULLED: Year method at disciplining the kids
which will take him to all the
isn't westing or yew wouldn't he yelling all the lime. Try your present location might 199, Long Beach, Calif., 908011, overseas offices of the G.A.O. His
factors:
another technique. What they fight. separate the. anti/they include these
itinerary will include Honolulu,
—Expenses,'of. my present
get geed and limeossae ter each other. [Dm% worry, they
Melilla, Saigon, New Delhi, India
will, And keep them apart nada they lean ta get along home are under control and I
and Frankfort,Germany. He also
can meet them in the future
better. Time Iii. year favor. The eider they get, the smarter
plans to stop in Hong Kong,
(the mortgage, for instance, is
Thailand and London,
they get.
langkok,
paid).
The regular ladies golf da‘ was england., during the course of
Conditions Satisfactory
the trip which overall will cover
DEAR ABBY: How do you feel about asking for a
—My present living conditions held Wednesday, August 11 at the
"doggie bag" in a high class restaurant? It is an acceptable are satisfactory. I feel comfor- Oaks Country Club, with golf about one month. While in
England he will visit his wife's
practice in many places, but we have quite a debate going on table and secure.
hostess, Essie Caldwell.
at home about this.
GLENDALE
Janice Stubblefield, medalist; mother and sister and family who
—My children live nearby
Laura Parker, hid low; Doris live in Leicester.
DEAR GLENDALE: If I'm unable to do }glee to the and visit often. I am near my
Rose, Middleman; Essie Cale!.
meal Is a restaaraat. I ask far a doggie bag, sad I have as place of worship.
Mr. and Mrs. Gene Fairchild of
—I am active in local civic, well, low putts; and Rebecca
qualms.(I alas have ao deg, and the leftovers are &Moue]
Creve Coeur, Missouri spent last
Dublin, high putts.
social and religious groups.
weekend in Murray. They at—Surface transportation is
DEAR ABBY: Below is a letter I have just received adequate for
tended the Pennington-McKeel
my needs.
from my daughter in law, who Is old enough to know better.
wedding on Saturday, later they
The retirement home guide
guests of Mr. Fairchild's
were
Dear Mother:
said reasons for moving might
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Norman
I am writing to thank you for the belated birthday gift include:
Klapp for the Shrine Golf
you sent your only grandchild, Andrew. It was very nice of
—Expenses here will increase
Last Tuesday night a family Tournament Dance held at the
you to have sent such a generous gift, but I wish to express any my income will remain
buffet dinner was held at the Calloway County Country Club.
my feelings about your tardiness in sending gifts. I can fixed.
home of Mr and Mrs. T. R.
understand a slip-up in the mails occasionally, but even that
—The house is too large and
Edwards. It was combined with a
Mr,and Mrs. James Perkins of
Is no exclave for you, as you have nothing in the world to do inconvenient.
linen and money shower in honor Louisville and Mr. and Mrs.
but amuse yourself, and you are constantly shopping for
—Conditions of the neighborof their nephew Dan Meazor and Bryce.Nasti of Lexington, Kenyourself, so buying a gift well in advance of a special hood are not satisfactory in
his bride-elect Cindy Koenen.
:ucky attended the Murray
occasion should be no big chore.
retirement. Surface transportaThe young couple will be twine Golf Tournament last
I notice that when you send your son [my husband] a tion, for instance, is riot
roamed on August 21 at the weekend. They were guests of
gift, it always arrives on time, but all gifts to ME and adequate during non-rush hours,
Presbyterian Church at 7:00 p.m. %Sr. and Mrs. Freed Cotham.
Andrew trail In late, which makes a birthday gift rather
— Severe weather causes
Those present were his parents
pointless when it arrives after the birthday. I think it is problems in heating or cooling,
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Meazor;
Mr. and Mrs. William E.
better to convey my true feelings to you than to feel this way keeps me indoors too often.
grandmother Loma Malcolm; Woffett of Panorama Shores had
--Friends have moved to new
Love,
and remain silent.
uncle Noel Malcolm and Mrs. is their guests during the Shrine
locations. Children do not live
Linda
Malcolm, and Carlos Malcolm: ournament William Gardner,
in
the
area
and
find
What
would
it
difficult sister Mrs.
Well, Abby, there it is. I am still in shock.
S. T. Anderson; and Potentate of Ftizpah Temple and
HER MO'THER-IN-LAW to visit often.
you do about such a letter'
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Vaughn and Mrs. Gardner of Madisonville.
—There are few recreational
daughter Gidget.
'
Mrs. Gardner's sister, Laura
DEAR MOTHER-IN-LAW: I would igaore it.
opportunities nearby.
of Bloomington, InEllington
Check Possibilities
also as guest. Visiting
was
diana
CONNi1;
The
biggest
problem
in
CONFIDENTIAL TO
One good way to check
the Moffett's on Sunday were Mr.
the irerid could have bees solved whets it was small. What relocation possibilities is during
and Mrs. William Toy of Henfor
travels.
When
you
waiting
visit
a
your
are you
dersoncommunity that appeals to you,
The itch to plant gameWhat's your problems You'll feel better if you get it off subscribe to the local newspathing as soon as the soil
your chest. Write to %Bay, Sol Pree, Los Angeles. Cal.
late frosts. These include
per. It'll tell a lot about the ran be
worked can be satissweet alyssum, bachelor's
Nees. For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
political and religious thinking fied with good
results if
button, candytuft, calendueaveispe.
of the residents, about social you confine your efforts to
is, annual chrysanthemum,
activities, employment situa- annuals that like cool temlarkspur, snapdragon, stock
tions and variations in the peratures and will tolerate
For Abby's MAW. "Hew to Have a Lovely Waddles."
and sweet pea
wed it m Abby. Rill 017011. IAN Angeles. Cal. NM
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CARROLL VOLKSWAGEN, INC.
800 Chestnut Street, Murray • Phone 753-8850
Open Mon. thru Sat. 7:30 A.M. 'til 5 P.M.
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sr.
4‘i
AWEIGHTED ORDERS — David Henry Killgore looks
carefree in his El Paso, Tex., home with wife Margaret, as he contemplates a court-martial at San
Diego,
Calif., on military desertion charges. The 24-year-old
sailor claims he has been waiting for duty orders from
the Navy since mid -1969.

AnSwer to Yesterday's Puzzle

Crossword Puzzle
ACROSS

• cam mmm
— is a good
next winter.
..ve spice bag.
y pour into hot,

leaving_R-Inch
- immediately
jar nuundrac4-pint) jars of
1
/
PIMLICO
• • • cornstarch
• • salt
• turmeric
..ns mustar$
•reeradish
• • • vegetable*,
caultflowerets,
. • ons, green
carrots
er sugar, corn
d turmeric.
• stir together
and mustard
•• . Slowly add
, stirring until
over low heat,
• Uy, until
.
clear.
• . Bring just
sterilized jars
inch headspace.
tely as directed
how.Let itelad
using.
-pint) jars of
es.

room.
"Clue" parts together with royal icing. Let dry, than paint or
dr' orate as desired with more royal icing end/or vegetable

Jump
Wall painting
Haul
Macaw
Growing out of
Anger
Planet
Cultivated
Walk on
Pose for
portrait
22 Danish
- measure
24 Afternoon
party
26 Bird's home
29 Pronoun
30 Following 99th
32 Printer's
measure
33 Deface
34 Click
beetle
35 Conjunction
36 Spontaneous
39 Regret
40 Let fall
41 Parcel of
land
42 Musical
instrument
43 Spread for
drying
J 5 Occasions
-4
di> Plagues
50 Expulsion
53 Everyone
54 Mock blow
56 Deposit
57 Dance
step
50 Taut
59 Before
1
4
9
12
13
14
15
17
19
21

DOWN
Possesses
2 Anglo-Saxon
money
3 Idle chatter
4 Simple

rri

5 Artificial
6 Sun god
7 Unit of
Siamese
currency
8 Hawaiian
wreaths
9 Slanted
10 Native metal
11 Marry
16 Vase
18 Sea-going
vessel
20 lair
22 In front of
23 Nocturnal
mammal
25 Things
added
27 Obese
28 Number
30 Cut of meat
31 Fabulous bird
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47 Hit lightly
33 Acts
spiritlessly
48 Guido's Mph
37 Sums
note
38 Small child
49 Bishopric
39 Steal. as cattle
Organ of
51
42 French plural
hearing
article
52 Grain
44 Dexterous
55 Preposition
46 Silent
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inuring.
\lake royal icing by mixing 1 pound of confectioner's sugar
with 2 e whites and juice of 1/2 lemon until very stiff. Add a
flow from
little warm water, drop by drop, if icing is too stiff to

(

desired, with
pastry bag. The icing, like the paste, can be tinted as
vegetable colors.
to UN
(EDITORS: This Cooking column will be illustrated
Teleekoto and Ilnilas sesherrawir1'1
s!ateI About 65 per cent et the
The Michigan Civil Right.
Commission is the only.
world's sugar output iscame
civil rights ariicY established and 35 per cent beet.
Itv state eiwistolitinn.

(THE EARLY
BIRO CATCHES
THE WORM

By JEANNE LESEM
UPI Food Editor
NEW YORK (UPI)- A chef whose heroes are a Russian court
jeweler and a famous French chef has a hobby that combines tht
skills of both.
Chef William J. Spry of the Barclay Hotel here is one of dm
few remaining masters of pastillage. The name comes from ar
edible but unappetizing sugar paste that Spry said was created Ivs
Marie-Antoine (Antonin) Careni to make elaborate tabk, pan"
and cake decorations in'the 18th and early 19th centuries.
In an interview, the chef said many of his designs - Whack
include ormulu vases, Easter eggs, a five-tiered wedding cake and
a statue of St. Agnes - - were inspired by or copiedfrom the
work of Peter Carl Faberge.
Faberge was a 19th century Russian goldsmith who achieved
'lasting fame for his imperial Easter eggs, which are priceless ad
objects that be created for European and Asian royalty from
gold, silver, enamel and precious and semi-precious stones.
Spry's materials are far more commonplace - only
confectioner's sugar, cornstarch, unflavored gelatin, vegetable
colors and water. Sometimes he also uses cocoa for color. He
makes a stiff paste that can beiplled and shaped like pie dough
onto or into molds - either hiMmade or manufactured ones or
improvised molds such as dinner plates.
He said it's like working with plastic, but speed is essential
because the paste crusts and cracks in minutes.
After the designs have dried for three or four days in a %VIM
room, they're ready to be glued together with royal icing sridior
vegeable coloring brushed on like water colors wt paper or oil on
canvas.
He said real painting is easier.
"I can make a vase in two afternoons but painting it takes
days."
He said you can't rub out mistakes on sugar as you can those
of oil on canvas or pastels on paper.
Like some kinds of candy, pastillage won't harden properly in
humid weather. But once it has set, it will last for years, Spry
said.
One large closet at the hotel is filled with pastillage models
that he's made during his five years as executive chef there.
Among them are a paw of pale blue footed vases that look so real
you expect to see cut flowers in them; an ostrieh-size egg that
resembles brown-veined marble; and several other eggs the same
size overlaid with lace patterns.
Spry, who was born in Cork to an Irish mother and an English
father, studied architecture at school and wanted originally to
design church windows. He got sidetracked when he began
watching the cook for a wealthy doctor in whose dispensety he
worked.
Pastry-making during an apprenticeship at London's posh
Savoy Hotel spurred his interest in pastillage and another
fast-disappearing culinary art - ice-carving.
ace
Chef William Spry's pastillage is easy to make. Mix 3 pounds
of confectioner's sugar with 2 ounces of cornstarch. Soften fi
ounce of u,nflavored gelatin in 1 cup of cold water. Heat until
gelatin dissolves. Strain liquid through cheesecloth and add
if desired-. Mix liquid with dry ingredients to
vegetable
make a smooth paste. Cover it with transparent plastic until ready
to use.
Dust molds with cornstarch to prevent sticking. Roll dough to
1/8 inch thickness. Cut it to size and place in or over molds,

-issANA.
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DENTURE ADHESIVE
CREAM
Keeps Dentures Up Tight
242-oz. Size-'1.29 Value

For Skin
Problems
Regular 98'
Value
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Self Heating Shaving Cream
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Medium • Size-69' Value

TOOTHPASTE
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61/4-oz. Size
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size
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'1.89 Value
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$1 28
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Music Specials Provide Fresh Fare On Television Next Week
By JACK GAYER
NEW YORK (UPI)—Several
musical specials provide the
fresh fare on the television networks for the new week.
ABC has two of them, one on
Wednesday and one on Thursday night; also a documentary
on heroin Saturday night.
CBS presents a musical with
the King Family on Thursday.
The network has a drug-abuse
special for Tuesday.

NBC's contributions out of the story ot a city boy who goes to 7:301:30 p.m , for a special, "If he offers modern medical train- nent program hosted by Vic
)amone at 10 (B).
routine are a night baseball live on his eccentric uncle's You Turn On," dealing with ing to a young Indian (R).
drug abuse, with Carol Burnett,
FRIDAY
game Monday and an American ranch in the west (R).
"Queen's Gambit" is on
Football Conference pre-season Glen Campbell is guest on Greg Morris and Arte Johnson, ABC's "The Immortal" at 9:30. NBC's "Me High Chaparral"
entertainers, and medical augame Friday.
"The Sonny & Cher Comedy
Rem Richards is captured by a at 7:30 p.m. has 'The Hostage."
thorities and young people with new nemesis (R).
Victoria and Wind are taken
Hour" on CBS at 8:30.
Highlights (Times EDT 'un)ess The ABC movie at 9 screens drug experience participating
"NFL Action" on ABC at as hostages by outlaws who rob
noted; "R" denotes repeal): 1967's "The St. Valentine Day's (rescheduled from earlier date). 10:30 looks back at pro football a bank (R).
SUNDAY
The CBS "Interns" episode at
Massacre," with Jason Robards "The Mod Squad" on ABC at In the 1960's.
NBC's Disney hour at 7:30 of- and GeorgeSegal headlining in 7:30 has "A Bummer For R.J.,"
7:30 is about resentment of a
THURSDAY
fers the first half of a two-part this account of the 1929 Chiiago tale of a middle-aged man who "NBC Action Playhouse" at hospital staff over rumored
tries the hippie life (R).
film, "A Boy Called Nuthin," gangster affair (B).
7:30 p.m. has "The Sojourner." replacement of Dr. Goldstone
CBS at 9:30 has the third in limn): Rogers and bthe Fh"st Efrem &libelist Jr. and Vera (R).
NBC preempts "The Name
the series of 90-minute dramas, Edition are featured on "Make Miles m an adaptation of the
"Ilie Six Wives of Henry VIII." Your Own Kind of Music" for Carson McCullers novel about a Of The Game" and "Strange
Anne Stallybrass stars as Hen- CBS at 8.
omen in search of himself( R). Report," beginning at 8:30, for
ry's No. 3 bride, Jane Seymour. ABC's "Movie of the Week" ABC's -Smith and Jones" at a pre-season American Football
at 8:30 offers "Escape," with 7:30 has "Never Trust An
Channel 8
Channel 4
C2weeel
Keith Michell is Henry.
Hon- Conference game between
Christopher George as an
FRIDAY EVENING PROGRAMS
MONDAY
Man." Return of a big of Cleveland and Dallas.
est
a al News, Wthr ; Sports InSIVII6
New ante.: snore I Dream of Jeanne
The CBS movie at 9 screens
The CBS "Gunsmoke" tale at escape artist battling a master diamonds leads to big trouble
Brady Bunch
• :w Hien Chellerral
Manny fi Professor
1966's "The Wrong Box," com7:30 p.m. is "Lyle's Kid." An criminal who has kidnaped a (R).
Partridge Family
7 'II"4"•="7:10,•..,4":"" •••.
ex-sheriff plans fo revenge him- scientist (R).
CBS preempts "Lancer" at 8 edy of members of a family
That Girl
,4iit
l .r..„
Arze
8 30 tneinfreocisco re. "T
DIN COSINI
self on a man about to be rea one-how musical special scheming to inherit a fortune,
for
Styl.
American
Uwe.
WEDNESDAY
LO.O. AfrefiCal Styn
WM*
eased from prison (R).
Feeding' """'
9 1
""""
presentmgthe King Family with John Mills, Ralph Richardi
,Ass
wallter
n ; Sports II Takao a Thiel
le
10 20411=611814%.-OpertspArs
NBC preempts "Comedy The- "The Men From Shiloh" or singers
in a production in At- son, Peter Sellers, Michael
'
It Take* a Thief
Movie
ater" and "World Premiere NBC at 7:30 p.m. present: lanta.
Caine (R).
Porn, Moon
Nowt
SOWN
War..
Merle:
11 IV Tr4ro
Movie," starting at 8:15, for a "Experiment In A New Life.'
SATURDAY
The CBS movies at 9 screens
"T4—War Lover"
"Tee ewe
Merle
12
major league baseball game The Virginian tangles with
"ABC's Wide World of
1966's ''Kid Rodelo," starring
communal
settlement
that
ha;
SATURDAY MORNING PROGRAMS
teams to be announced).
Don Murray and Janet Leigh in Sports" at 5 features the rodeo
ezie
s USA
tummer
ABC's "It Was A Very Good "acquired" some Shiloh can't a story about a drifter who pro- at Calgary, Alberta, Canada,
rm
3prlaitt
:SS Tens
Year" at 8:30 salutes 1936; Mel (R).
Three Wiesen
Jake MOSS
tects a girl from escaped con- and the National Air Races at
7 :31S
teadtlieFrJ
erickle
Three Stooges
Eddie Hill Shaw
ABC at 8:30 presents a one
Reno, Nev.
host-narrator.
Torme,
victs R).
Lancelot Link. Secret
8 .:1114111•:°\"'" slarp;r
Chino
1 isa"Gd.o.
"ABC Monday Night Movie" hour musical special, "The 5tt A rock festival flavor goes
NBC preempts "Adventure
Jose and Pussycats Reel Jerry Lewis
9 lep'f,;•0112:1.
at 9 screens 1959's "A Breath Dimension Traveling Sunshine with "Good Vibrations From Theater" at 7:30 for "ChildHarlem Globetrotters Double deckers
Guests
Show."
of
the
Fifth Di. Central Park,"
110 H. R. Purnell',
Arctiies Fun House
Hot Wheels
Of Scandal," starring Sophia
one-hour musi- hood: The Enchanted Years,"
Hem Comes Grurre Archie's Fun House
10 ,311
Sky Hawks
Loren and Maurice Chevalier in mesion group are singer Di- cal special on ABC at 9:30. special dealing with pre-school
011 TV Screen Auditions Community Center 5 Motor Morse
s
crw
11
A...mit/ion." "Woken
Hirer Bays
a romance of Old Vienna (R). onne Warwick, The Carpenters Performers include the Beach children (R).
SATURDAY AFTERNOON PROGRAMS
"The CBS Newcomers" at 10 and Merle Haggard.
NBC's movie at 8:30 screens
Boys, Carly Simon, Boa Scaggs
IS Star Trek
First Sat. Town council American Bandstand
Jack D. Douglas is featured
Star Trek
12 .30
features guest star John Brown
"The Night of the Iguana,"
First Sat. Town CouncilAmerlcan Bandstand
and Kate Taylor.
on "The Des O'Connor Show"
I IS
li4
.
14yddlee
Larry Kane
M.
Clair and McMahon, the New with Richard Burton, AvaWeeetweit
•
Zooro
Larry Kane
on NBC at 9.
TUESDAY
II 10 Baseball
Dogs Valley neva
NBA Mienleres
Vaudeville Bank and George Oardmm and Delmrith Kerr In
Make Roam for DaddyWrestling
N :30 Basoboll
The
CBS "Medical Center"
CBS preempts "The Beverly
lessel are featured on NBC's a Tennessee Williams drama
To se Announced
2 401 Baseball
Wi
wrolr
Illeslini?hatiens.
:311 Baseball
a
PIING.
Hillbillies" and "Green Acres," episode at 9 involves a physi- 3ean Martin summer replace- about a defrocked minister
IS Del Reeves
Movie:
cian with tribal customs when
Wide World of Sports
turned tourist guide in Mexico
'If :30 Ole NasnyIlle Music "Fury it Showdown" Wide World of Sports
1103 Wilburn Bros.
Movie
Wide World of Sports
who gets involved with three
5 ;so port., wagoner Roger Mudd News Fishine
women (R).
SATURDAY EVENING PROGRAMS

1111 "The Last Man• :3111 Wavle

Aral•
Mary Tyler Moore
Nannlis
Manley
Ift N News; Weir.; Soertgeows; *nu.: Sports
:3111 Movie:
.ernr wow
01
Perry Mason
11
'
ffie
Movie:
e 10 Amason
I A. :PI Avengers
More

9

"=i•

"Way

Untamed WorlTheatd
Lawrence Welk
Lawrence Welk
Vol Dosnican
Vol DOOMCIII
Immortal
Immortal
;Movie:
"Destination Gobimen,le
Neon; Witty; Soots
Movie:
"Black Widow
Nov*

shland
wKAS Ch. 25
Madisonville
Bowling Green
WKGB Ch. 53 Morehead
Covington
WCVN Ch. 54
Murray-Mayfield
Elizabethtown
WKZT Ch.23 Owenton
Hazard
WKHA Ch. 35
Pikeville
Lexington-Richmond WKLE Ch. 46 Somerset
Louisville WPM Ch 68

KeNitickti(IIHUNILI(Ill
MONDAY,AUGUST 16
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET #185.
For children. (C)

TELEVISION SCHEDULE
WISH

IFLAC-5

WSIX-8

SINDAY
1:30
Summer Semester
Tom & Jerry
7:00
7:03 Farm Digest
7:15 Report
7:30 Tommorrow
Penelope Pitstoe
8.00
Carl Tipton
8:30 Hot Dog
Heaven's Jubilee
9:00 Jambd
9:30 Herald of Truth Look Up & Live
10:00 This is the Life Oral Roberts
10:30 Church Service Faith For Today
11:00
Zoorama
11:30 Worzhip
Face the Nation
12:00 Meet the Press Make Room
12:30 Newsmakers
Movie
1:00 Sugarfoot
1:30
2:00 Lost In Space
Pinpoint
AAU Track & Field
2:30
3:00 Tarzan
3.15

3:30
4:00 Bowling
4:30 Adam 12
4:45
5:00 Comment
Reports
5:30 News
Roger Mudd
8:00 Scene at Six
Lassie
6:30 Disneyland
Animal World
7:00
Playhouse
7:30 Red Skelton
Sonny-Cher
8:00 Bonanza
8:30
..Henry VIII
9:00 Bold Ones
10:00 Scene at Ten News
10:30 Tonight Sbow Perry Mason
11:00
11:30
The Late Show
12:00

New banjo strum for the
banjo, guitar and autoharp.
New recorder note is low D.
110 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES:
Ralph and Terry discuss Vic.torian picture frames and
Ralph explains how to "soak"
a picture frame.
7:34 THE FRENCH CHEF: 17
Roast a Chicken. (C)
8:00 WORLD PRESS. (C)

World-Tomorrow
Bible Class
3 Stooges
Johnny Quest
Cattanooga Cats
Bullwinkle
Discovery
Flipper
Pet Set
Baseball Pre-Gas,

9:00 MASTERPIECE THEATRE

—The First Churchills. Rebellion. (C)
10:00 BOOK BEAT:"An Education in Blood" by Richard
M. Elrnan. (C)
10:30 PANNED. For health
professionals only.
TUESDAY, AUGUST 17
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET 0106.
For children. (C)
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
6:30 MAKING THINGS GROW:
Potting. Thalassa explains
how to accomplish this most
basic horticultural process.
7:00 DESIGNING WOMEN:The
Sleeve Special. Inserting the
sleeves
. closed and open
methods of sleeve insertion
. . sleeve hoist*** (C)
7:30 BOOK BEAT. (R)
I:00 PERSPECTIVES ON VIOLENCE: Quinn Tanwn, executive director, International
Association of Chiefs of
Police, will look at the problem of violence from the perspective of taw enforcement
officers. (C)

Baseball

Heel: X IPwia
Bill Anderson
Movie

Love on a Rooftop
NFL Action

Movie

It Takes A Thief

COO THIRTY MINUTES WITH
. . (C)
9:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA:

News.,
Movie

Robert Erickson. A study of

the noted composer as he
r
secords
the technological
Ounds ot jets, cars, power
plants, freeway traffic, turbine boats, and gliders and
translates them into music.
(C)
1&110 FANFARE: Stokowski
Rehearses.
1110 LAW OF THE LAND. An
information series on law for
the public. (C)
WEDNESDAY, AUG. 18
4:3E MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
5:00 SESAME STREET 0187.
For cnildren (Cl
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R!
6:30 KNOW YOUR ANTIQUES.
(R)
7:00 FOLK GUITAR PLUS.(R)
7:30 ARTISTS IN AMERICA.
(R) (C)
8:00 THE FRENCH CHEF: The
Lobster Shaw. (C)
8:30 BOBOQUIVARI: Roberta
Flack. (C)

FOR THE BIRDS
LOS ANGELES (UPI) —
United Air LINES FLEW A
"mission of mercy" Wednesday
but it was just peanuts, and
strictly for the birds.
The airline flew 100 pounds of
wanuts from Los Angeles to
Honolulu to feed the birds at
Paradise Park there. The bids'
sustenance is ordinarily shipped
to Hawaii by the All-American
Nut Co. but the 42-day-old West
Coast longshoremen's strike cut
off the supply, and the airlift
was decided on to keep the
birds in nuts.

KEY:
(C)iates
ndic
program is in
color.
(R) indicates repeat broadcast.

SO
I
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Phone 753-IST1
* PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY *
We Have It — We Will Get It—Or It Can't Be Red

Mon
Ever

WHY
IS OUR DEAL
BETTER
THAN THEIR
DEAL?
You get a free
automatic transmission
in thefury bargain.

BEACH MOTEL
422
004

235 3601

NORTH ATLANTIC

AVENUE 32010

Dept

Mon
Ever

Morr
Ever

Morn
Even
Ni
Morn
Ever

Plymouth Fury Custom 2-Door
The factory throws in
the free automatic transmission on Furys with
power steering, power brakes, air conditioning
and other specified equipment. Then we
P AA
throw in a special final clearance price. At
the right place. Right now.
wrage

Morn
Even

Morn
Even

at TheRightPlace

Taylor Motors

worst
m

Worst,

303 Poplar St. - Murray, Ky. - Phone 753-1372

Phone

,

753-5787
TIC

1210 ma

4

8:00-5:00
Mon. thru
Sat.

Stoki
FIGURE SPECIALIST — It
seems fitting that Susan
Jones. 20. cuts quite a figure on the beach in Sydney, Australia, because she
is an assistant accountant,
and therefore has a flair
for that sort of thing.

alkaa,a,A .0411,00,bedr.

SEAFOOD

4

ROSES
Standard $ 1.00— Pat•nts

4

13 Varieties
Ready to Bloom!

1.50
Am I

954

25'
Petunias All
box of 9
Elephant Ears Giant 50'
Caladiums
75'
1
2-gal. cans
95'
All Plants in /
for Fall mulching
Baled Straw
& Grass Seeding
Cut 30%
Pottery All
1
2
Now /
Only 2.95
Holly Japanese Price
ONLY 1 - 8-ft. 4-Tier

Join The Crowd At The Kitchen

Captain' Rittben
Highway 641 N

Mori
F vet

Sole

50' Token Charge for Stowaways 6-12

•
•

Moni
E v er

Morn
Even

CLEARANCE

under 6!

Write today for tree brochure and rates

Mor
Eve!

Morn
Even

Summer

FREE Perch or
Catfish for Pirates

DIRECTLY on the ATLANTIC OCEAN

Mon
Ever

7.

1

4

Ever

Company

"ALL YOU
CAN EAT"

4
1
1

Ma:r

Mont
Ever

Murray
'Nursery

Home of

In the beautiful Seabreeze section of Daytona
Beach Florida's year-round resort
• King size heated swimming pool oceanside
cittio
• Oceanfront, on the "World's Most Famous
Reach"
• Air-conditioned heated Telephones
• Beautiful rooms, apartments, efficiencies
• New color TV
• New game roon,
• Reduced greens lees to guests at 3 golf
courses
• la alai dog racing auto racing superb
fishing

Ever

WALLIS DRUG

MUMS

You're Invited to the

Wor.
Ever

MOrf

WORTH REPEATING
He is only exempt from
failures who makes no efforts
—G. W. Whitely

•
4

10:00 REALITIES: If Eugene
Talmadge were alive today,
he'd turn over in his grave.

11:00 LAW OF THE LAND.(C)
THURSDAY, AUGUST 19
4:30 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (C
5:00 SESAME STREET *188.
For children (C)
6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (RI
6:30 DESIGNING WOMEN.(R)
7:00 MAKING THINGS GROW
7:30 TO BE ANNOUNCED.
8:00 WASHINGTON WEEK IN
REVIEW. Four Washington
newmen discuss the week's
newsmaking events. (C)
8:30 NET PLAYHOUSE: Tray•
Iler Without Luggage. (C)
0:00 EVENING AT POPS:
4,31zozym TII eEsRpoieG.E Cs)
FRIDAY, AUGUST 20
NEIGHBORHOOD. (C)
500 SESAME STREET #189.
Fr children. (Cl

said

On Hwy. 121
(Mayfield Hwy.)

9:00 FIRING LINE. (C)

MONDAY
b:45
Country Journal
4:00 Morning Show
News
6:3D
Morning Watch
Real McCoys
7:00 Today Show
Bow
8:00
C.aptain Kangaroo
8:30
Mike Douglas
Romper Room
9:00 Dish's Place
9:30 Concentration
Hillbillies
10:00 Sale of
Family Affair
Dick Van Dyke
10:30 Hollywood SquaresLove 09 Lite
That Girl
11:00 Jeopardy
Where Heart II
Bewitched
11:30 Who, What Where Search-Tomorrow
Love. American
12:00 Noon Show
News
All My Children
12:05
Singing Cony.
12:30
As The World Turns Let's Make A Deal
1:00 Days of Our Lives Spiendored Thing Newlywed Game
1:30 Doctors
Guiding Light
Dating Game
2:00 Another World
Secret Storm
Gen. Hosp.
2:30 Bright Promise
Edge of Night
One Life
3;00 Mother World
Gomer Pyle
Password
3:30 Here Come-Brides Jeff's Collie
Lucy Show
4r00
Movie
Den Boone
430 Wild. Wild West
5100
News
Weather
5:25 News
News
News
6:30 News
News
Jeannie
4:00 Scene at Six
Let's Make A Deal
Gunsmoke
i4:3(Fr0m a Bird's
Newlywed Game
4700
Movie
It Was-Very Gd. Yr.
Here's Lucy
7,30
lekSeu
Mayberry RFD
.800 Movie
Day
Doris
.8:30
Newcomers
:00
News
News
10.00 Scene at Ten
Dick Cavett
Movie
10 30 Tomeht Show

Ch. 35
Ch. 38
Ch. 21
Ch. 52
Ch. 22
Ch. 29

TtIl.1 5‘, il;ILFS!

ALL TIMES ARE
EASTERN DAYLIGHT

6:00 MISTEROGERS' NEIGHBORHOOD. (R)
6:30 FOLK GUITAR PLUS:

House of Worship
Sego Bros.

WKMA
WKMR
wKMU
WKON
WKPI
WKSO

no pun is intended," said
Robert Ryan, a partner in the
store.
"People come in to see if
what they have heard is true
and frequently remain to buy a
suit or some accessories, Ryan

Morr
Ever

I

6 3av,4.1.11,r.: sari:pr
....Tr., ••••,,,
7 3Aerodyne Theater hk:,i7seishis;..Impossible
Soits
O

ALCOHOL HELPS SALES
DAYTON, Ohio (UPI) —
When a customer at the BMT
men's clothing shop here is
asked to "have one on the
house" the proprietors are not
talking about a shirt or tie.
The owner of the shop began
dispensing mixed drinks recently to create a feeling of good
will —and to sell more clothes.
"We find it causes a good
feeling with our customers, and

Phone 753 4141
egI*Alt,

•••

FOUNTAIN

a••••••
Fr
He

B4

Best offer over '50.00,
by Friday at Noon
takes it!

Free Estimates On Landscape Design

Alr Coo
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Merrily Church
Scotts Greve
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Service
11:00 am,
Worship Service
11 a.m.
Evening worship
7:30p.m.
Loma Grove Church
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
flentosuol Missionary
7 p.m.
Morning Worship
11 am. Evening Worship
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.

First Baptist
Morning Worship
10:458.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Spring Creek
Morning Worship
Evening Worship
*whited*
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

11 a.m

Sinking Springs
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
hazel Baptist
.
11 a.m .
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Peltier Urines
I{ 111.T.
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

Morning Worship

University;
Morning worship
10:308.m.
Evening Worship
6:00p.m.
Green Plain
Morning Worship
10:45•.m.
Evening worship
7p.m.
West Murray
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship
10:50•.m.
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship
Seventh & Poplar
Worship Service
10:408.m.
Evening Service
6p.m.
New Concord
Morning Service
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
7 p.m.
Plitsant Valley
11 am
Morning worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m.
Sunday, 10 a.m. 3rd Sunday
hearties Chapel United
Sunday School
108.m.
Worship Service
11 a.m.
South Plaosst Greve
Morning Worship
10:45 a.m.
Evening Worship
6p.m.
Good Sheplierd United
a.m.
9:30
Worship Service

Liberty Cumberland
10 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a.m.
Worship Seevice
North Plesent Grove
10 a.m.
Sunday School
118.m.
Worship Service

10- 30 a.m.

Brooks Chapel United
Worship SerViCer. at 9:30 a.m. 1st
S. 2nd Sundays, 11 a.m. 3rd
Sunday, & 6 p.m. 4th Sunday.
Kirksey Baptist
Morning Worship
11 a.m.
Evening Worship
7:30p.m.
Memorial Baptist
Morning Worship
10:50a.m.
Evening Worship
6:30p.m.
New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11 a.m.
Morning Worship
Evening Worship 6:30 17.m•

Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Oak Grove
Sunday School
Worship Services

Bethel United
Worship Services at 1, a.m. 1st
and 4th Sundays, 6:30 p.m. 2nd
Sunday, S. 9:30 a.m. 3rd Sunday
Independence United
Worship services at 7 p.m. lit &
3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd SundaY.
9:30 a.m. MA Sunday
Kirks*,United
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship
Coldwaterthided
Church School
Worship Service

Flint Baptist

10 a.m.
11 a.m.,7 p.m.

Mount Plosant
Morning Worship

11 a.m.
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
First Presbyterian
9:30 a.m.
Church School
10:45 a.m.
Worship Service

HOLD ON
How we love to watch these trapeze artists
perform! We watch them in amazement,though feeling
some peril in their doings. We can almost hear the _
crowd say "Hold On!" It is a parable of you
and me. God is the strong member
of the team. We live every day in
peril and difficulty ... we hang
from His hand.
We must hold to the hand of God
Ise Is TikOurei
if we win. Prayer is our aid to keep
The Oard'Ii Yes
his hand in ours. We read The
1..tow•tea.11••.....
-,
f tool Every own.
Book and attend His church for
sonso add chii roods
r h. tn.t
of flho
courage and strength. But a closer
ch...k S.,,... 10
rs to oso IS. Sow
.look will give us hope. We are
of do Lord. 1., tn
504 p•fwan.
"holding on" to God but better
of sore.. to hv..s,,fr S.• foOdol smoltstill God is "holding on" to us.
,
•fioly6161. fool•• add ollsoof woods
God does not faint or grow weary.
r
Then "hold on" to Him, for "He shall
renew thy strength."

10:00
11:00

Temple hill United

7

11 a.m.
6:30p.m.

Evening Worship

United.310 Irvon Ave.
Sunday School
10a.m.
7 p.m.
Evening Worship
United, New Concord
Sunday School
10 a.m.
Worship Services 11 a.m.,7 p.m.
Calvary TensO•
Sunday School
10 a.m.
11 a.m., 7:30
Worship Services
P.m.
First Assembly Of God
Church School
10:00
Worship Service
11:00

Sunday School

Church of Jesus Christ

10 am.
Mornina Worship
Of Latter Day Saints
11 am. Sunday School
108.m.
Sunday School
First Methodist
Church
Catholic
Leo
St.
Worship
5:455. 10:508.m.
Sunday Mass 8 a.m., 11 a.m., 4:30
Russells Chapel United

13-m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship

First Christian
Worship Services
10:30 a.m .7
m.
Murray Christian
Worship Services 10:45 a.m., 7 p.m.

Pb

New Providence

Pentecostal

West Perk
11 a.m
Morning Worship
6:30p.m.
Evening Worship

v

10 a.m. Saturday Mass
6:30 pan.
Christian Science
11 a.m.
It a.m.
Worship Service
Goshen Methodist
Jehovah's Witnesses
Worship Services at 11 a.m. 1st &
10:30 a.m.
Watchtower
3rd Sundays, 7 p.m. 2nd & 4th
9:30a.m.
Bible Lecture
Sundays
Lynn Grove
Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Service at 9:45 a.m. 1st
Worship Services 11 a.m., 7 p.m.
& 3rd Sundays, 11 a.m. 2nd & 4th
Sunday _
St. John's Episcopal
Sunday School
Coles's Camp Ground
10 :15a.m.
Worship Service at 11 am. 2nd
Morning Worship
9:15 a.m.
Sunday, 10 45 a.m. 4th Sunday
Immanuel Lutheran
9:15 am.
Dexter-Hardin United
Sunday School
10:30a m.
Morning Worship
Worship Service 10:00 a.m.
1st & 2nd Sundays, 11:03 a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
3rd & 4th Sunday, 6:30 p.m.
10:00 a.m.
Sabbath School
1st & 3ra & MI Sunday
9:30 a.m.
Worship Service
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An investment in Your future
TIDWELL PAINT & FLOOR
COVERING
Benjamin
Ivo main

more

This Page Sponsored Through The Courtesy of the Following Businesses:

pnintS

FAMOUS FISH DINNERS
On Hwy.64 at Aurora
Phone 474-3302

The Businessman's Choice For Fine Printing
.403 Simple St. -:- Murray, Kentucky
Compliments of

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Complete Banking Service- Member FDIC
500 Main Phone 753-3231
Branch Office So. 12th & Story - 753-6655

Massey-Ferguson Sales and Service
Phone 753-1319
Industrial Road

r-w
11
fr 40 aters
1F
.
Cain g Treas Motor Sales
Ambassador- Hornet- Matador- Gremlin- Jeep

954
25'
50'
75'
95'

Top Quality Used Cars
Phnric 751 6-148
Five Point,

Grecian Steak House
TOM ANDREWS- YOUR HOST
Stomata • Chops' Seafood Plants - Sandwiches
Specials: Mee., Sirloin Steak - Tue., Riboye Stook
Wed., Ground Sirloin • Thurs.. Chicken • Fri., Fish
ki Orders to 753-4419
No,13th Ext. 641 -

Put first things first,
Attend Church

00000Cedi

Mr & Mrs. Wm. A. Jones, owners
—Custom made drapes, latest in fabrics
—Furniture & Auto Upholstery
Ph. 753-7494
606 S 4th

Kettockii Fria Clack's
"It's Firmer 'Akin' Good"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham SandwichS
Call In Orders 7537101.
Sycamore at 12th

Grain Division

Holmes Ellis M•!1I'lu

inc

E. W. (hill un. S pt
753 Wz2fi

Shirley Florist
"For All Your Fei Miter Heeds"
19.13
Murray. Ki

A Choice Selection of Relishes - Salads Meats
- Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service
Open Sundays
•
Hwy 641
Phone 753 2700

Your Johnson Motors Maio.
Sales, Farts, Service - Complete Boating Supplies
Phone 753-3734
01 E. at Murray Bait Co.

4

and c3yaanzott

MURRAY. KENTUCKY
Ph. 753-7793

Sam Calhoun Plurnicing-Electric
Sales and Service

West Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-S012

Murray Livestock Co.
Salo Every Tuesday at t p.m.

•

Ph. 7534334

HOGS BOUGHT DAILY

mulching
Seeding

30%
2.95

"Fsr *litre ysertresistr is, Mere vall y6W heir in ales"

Reweential - Commerc.a1 - Farm — Building Lots
Buying - Selling - Leasing
and Lake Property
Phone 753 7124

Rudy Lovett

Southside Restaurant
Heating
14th

Sheet Metal
Cliestni,i

Air Conditioning
4832

Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish - Fri. and Sot.
Plate Lunches Daily - tongue Room Facilities
for Churches. Clubs end All Social Meetings
753 AN
So. Side Manor Shopping Center

DISTRIBUTOR OF GULF PRODUCTS
Tires—Batteries—Accessories
Murray

Ph. 753-3571

Maytag
(ICA Victor • Frigidaire
Phone 753-1)13
403 Maple

Hoyt Rob•rts - %minors - Ray Roberts
Phone 753-1651 - 505 W. Main - Nit* 753-31/4

iNew
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Refrigeration
Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial
Service Through Knowledge
Pnone 753 8181
802 Chestnut

Claude Vaughn
Henny Penny Chicken - Pizza • Spaghetti
Free Delivery en Orders of $2.00 Or Mere
12th & Chestni#
Phoitlik2997

Plumbing, Heat,ng and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential — Sales & Service
— Gas & Sew!.
Repa rs A

•

501 N. 4th

Phony 7534168
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Appalachian Trail Now Threatened
By Encroachment of Civilization
Ily RAYMOND W1LCOVt
Centro/ Press Association
Correspondent
WASHINGTON -- Conservationists are up in arms over
threats to the Appalachian
Trail, the nation's famous wilderness footpath for hikers.
Extending from Maine to
Georgia, the 2,000-mile trail was
begun In 1922 and completed in
1937. Completely marked, it
traverses 14 states and follows
in part a skyline route along the
crest of ranges generally referred to as the Appalachian.
The trail is so well known
that is has attracted hikers
from all over the world. But its
continuity is threatened by the
encroachment of civilization.
ibunmer.homes have been built
in some private areas through
which the trail passes and the
Owners have blocked off access,
lorcing hikers to detour, often
Onto paved highways.
This is especially true in Virginia, where the longest single
stretch by far - 460 mileswinds along the imposing Blue
Ridge Mountains. About 150
miles of this pass through private land and several landowners have erected barbed-wire
barricades and No Trespassing
and Beware of Dog signs. In
still other areas along the trail.
old wood roads which were once
suitable for hiking have been Clawasa enelse Appalachian Trail going north. This spot is Gowned's...oft fee, miles south of Ashby Gap, Va. Note barbed Wire.
paved.
However, help is on the way
with nature in areas untouched can step in, using
to safeguard the scenic trail for
condenusaas yet by pollution.
those who wish to commune
tion if necessary to obtain
.• •
right-of-way. States whICh aG
IN 1968 Congress voted to operate will
FOR CORRECT establish by law the Appala- eral funds. be aided with fedchian Trail and the Pacific
But the 1968, act also gives
Crest Trail as the first in a landowners the right to oppose
National Trail System that the route selected by the InDAY OR Nift;HT would eventually enable hikers terior Department and this
to walk the country from north could be followed by court
acto south and from east to west. tion. thus threatening further
Acting under the law, the delays.
Conservationists
are
Interior Department has decid- therefore pressing the Virginia
ed upon the official route for General Assembly to enact
this
the
Appalachian Trail and year legislation authorizing
the
states will be given two years state to acquire land
for the
of
to preserve it. If the states fail trail or establish
agreements
1111,:f II hi phi, kr
to act the federal government guaranteeing
public access to

NILIKKAY. KENTUCKY

FRIDAY-AUGUST 13, 1971

the trail.
The Appalachian Trail extends from Katithin, a massive
granite monolith in the central
By DEAN C. MILLER
Maine wilderness, to Springer
UPI Business Editor
Mountain in northern Georgia.
\I-;w YORK (UPI)-Consider
Its greatest elevation is 8,641
feet at Clingmans Dome in the the worker who is never sick,
Great Smokies of Tennessee. It never late, completely obedient,
is only slightly above sea level nonunion, gets no vacation nor
where it crosses the Hudson
fringe benefits, can handle
River at Bear Mountain, N.Y.
parts weighing 150 pounds hour
The trail was conceived by
Benton MacKaye, of Shirley after hour. And the cost is as
Center, Mass., a forester, philos- low as 8552 per month.
opher and dreamer. MacKaye
A management dream? No, a
envisioned the trail as a refuge reality -the industrial robot.
from civilization. Various Ap- About 700 of them are at work
palachian Trail Clubs were
orld
tes today,
hi swta
areounudsittege
formed to promote the idea and th
turnt.But
y,by
hein
now form part of the Applechian Trail Conference which is turn of the century it is
leading the fight to Kaye the estimated there will be one
wilderness footpath.
robot for every human produc-

X111,iL

Robots Are Working At Many Places

POWERING APOLU)
The electrical power system
of NASA's Apollo spacecraft
provides electrical energy
sources, power generation and
control, power conversion and
conditioning
and
power
distribution to the spacecraft
throughout the mission.
BABY FOR PRINCESS
Crown Princess Aishwarya,
25, wife of Crown Prince
Birendra,27, of Nepal, recently
gave birth to a son in Kathmandu. The couple were
married in February of last
year.

Pr
Pr

costs and increase productivity,
don't they "hire" more robots? considered in any move toward
The current business reces- robots.
sion is one reason. "If a
company is operating at only 50 Union pressure has been
per cent capacity it has little given as another reason the
incentive to put in automation," robot industry hasn't grown as
said E. J. Van Horne, vice fast as one might think. Van
president-marketing, at AMF Horne of Versatran doesn't
agree. "We've had good relaVersatran, Warren, Mich.
Cost is another factor. The tions with the unions," he said.
average price of a Versatran, "After all, the robot does the
including tooling, is slightly hot, dirty, heavy, drudgery jobs
under $20,000. The Unimate, few workers want." Other
sold by Unimation, Inc., Dan- Industry leaders admit the
bury, Conn., sells for around unions have been a stumbling
$28,000, including the 13,000 block.
maintenance.
Auto companies have been
tion line worker in the United Unimation says its robot pays
States.
for itself in labor savings within the big robot users so far; their
They have many applications. 18 months on a two-shift assembly lines lend themselves
Point-to-point controlled robots welding operation. It also to machines. General Motor's
are good at hot and cold claims the Unimate has a 20 Lordstovrn assembly line is a
forging, metal samping, die per cent higher production rate prime example. American Motors, Volvo, Opel, BWW,
casting, injection moulding, than the live worker.
machine tool loading and Unimation will lease or rent Mercedez-Benz, Nissan Motors,
Toyota and Fiat also use or are
unloading, ware transfer, flat Its robot on an hourly basis,
$4
glass transfer, palletizing and per hour on the first shift and experimenting with robots. Fuji
depalletizing, spot
welding. 82 an hour thereafter. The Heavy Industries of Japan
Continuous path controlled ro- Versatran robot rents for employs robotk. At the Rex
bots are used in spray painting, between $552 to $1,000 per Forge division of Connrex
continuous welding, plasma arc month on a 90-day minimum Corp., a Versatran robot, used in
a drop hammer forging operation
and other torch cutting, glass contract.
Involving
auto parts, carries the
cutting and filament winding.
The costs of peripheral
Why, then, since corporations equipment and realignment of hot bars once handled by three
men.
always look for ways to cut the plant also
must be
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By All Means
Go To

IIIP TO 30%
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Final Clearance
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SLACKS- TOPS
SCOOTERS

VALUES TO '24 00

$3 $5 $7
$2 $4 $6
SKIRTS
BLOUSES
SWIM SUITS

STRAW BAGS

SUN SHADES

Values to 16
$

1

Values to 15

$2

$1

WIDE,STRONG

SILVERTOWN CUSTOM
BRIM FINEST
4-PLY NYLON CORD TIRE
AS LOW AS

BB
Size 878-14
blackwall plus
trade-in and
federal excise
tax of Si 96

Mao
078-13
878-14
C78-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14
H78-14
A78-jk
C78-15
E78-15
F78-15
G78-15
H78-15
J78.15

Excise
Tax
$1.95
1.96

Regular
Price
$29.30
27.30
29.35
30.50

2.07
2.21
2.38
2.55
2.74
1.75

32.25
35.16
-38.60
29.30

2.02
2.22

'30.10
01.30

2.42 '
2.64
2.80

2.96

_

,33.05
36.00
39.55
44.60

_

Sale
Price
$23.44
17.88
23.48
24.40
25.80
28.20
30.88
23.44
24.08
26.04
26.44
211.86
31.84
35.68

Whitewalls slightly higher

Values to 149.00

DRESSES
$7 $10
PANT SUITS $15 $5 $8
UNIFORMS
$4
$12
$20
ALL
SALES
FINAL

Go To

MASTER

GUARANTEED 40,000 MILES
• BFG's best passenger tire • Made with Dynacor*
Rayon Cord • Our safest, strongest, best mileage tire

'53' '56"

0P70 13 Size GR70.14 Size GR 70 15 SiZe. HR70 IS .614,e J R 70
IS
2.45 F.E T. pa 2.99 FE T.pip 3.05 I- E. I . wor 1.11 F.E. t.pw 361 F E T ow
We wee freer.
we Wee Neesse
bre Wee treelew
We Wes kedwre
we Win leads
.
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Plow
West Side of Square

Mayfield

BANKAMERICARD)

LIFESAVER RADIAL
,,.,,'3757 '455 4775

By All Means
ALL
SALES
CASH

)3 WAYS TO PAY>.-( BUDGET TERMS)

Phone 753-3164

If you don't get a full 40,000
miles of treadw•ar from a
lifesaver Radial in normal use
on your car, the retailer who
sold it will give you the difference as a credit against the
going trade-in price of a new
Lifesaver Radial, plus a small
service charge.

st 8 F Goodrich Stores coropetetrely priced
at B F Goodhch Dealers

MASTER TIRE SERVICE, Inc.
Coldwater Road at Five Points

LIFESAVER RADIAL
TREADWEAR GUARANTEE

THE
UPISAVER.
RADIAL TIRE
PEOPLE

B F Goodrich

1.6G E N IN E
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Wall Street
Chatter

FRANKFORT, Ky.—The state
attorney general's office recently
received a $64,275 grant from the
federal Law Enforcement Administration(LEAA)to finance a
prosecutor training program.
The Kentucky Crime Commission aided in obtaining the
grant.
Under the program, training
will be provided for approximately 380 state and local
prosecutors, including commonwealth attorneys and their
staffs, county attorneys and 200
city attorneys.
A comprehensive prosecutor's
manual also will be developed to
aid prosecutors along with a
statewide technical and coordinative service and a bi-monthly
criminal justice bulletin.
courts
Leslie
Renkey,
specialist for the Crime Commission,said the program is need
so prosecutors can "keep up"
with changes in criminal law.
"All prosecutors in Kentucky
.tre
essentially
part-time
.orkers," Renkey said. "They
serve as prosecutors a few times
per month and the rest of the time
are involved with their own law
clactices."
"There just is no way they can
kSp up on all the changes in
ta
' uI law. This is a very
c mplex area of law and
tors must be well versed
provide the kind of service the
- lic deserves."
ey said the program will
operated by a three-man team
tiring out of Frankfort and
p oviding regional training
ions for prosecutors.
Another important part of the
program will be the phone serv ce
which will enable
prosecutors anywhere in the
state to call for information and
advice.
Personnel for the program
currently are being hired and the
project begin operation in late
August.
Renkey said the program "will
produce an upgrading of
methods, skills and effectiveness

uniformity
to
criminal
prosecution throughout Kentucky."
Some 30 states now have some
form of prosecutor training or
coordinating program now in
operation.
DOUBLEHEADER ocr.
SAN DIEGO (UPI)—An exhiition National Basketball Assoiation doubleheader with the
Los Angeles Lakers meeting
the Golden State Warriors and
he Portland Trail Blazers
meeting the Houston Rockets
will take place at the Sports
Arena, Oct. 9.
In 1878, the Indians held
their last great buffalo hunt on
the Southwest Plains of the
present Texas and Oklahoma.

Clint Claims Limitations

By ARMY ARCHIE)
Central Press Association
NEW
(UPI)—The
YORK
Correspondent
recent decline in stock prices,
HOLLYWOOD — Clint Eastand even a further decline, wood has no burning desire to
must be considered normal alter his screen character.
from a technical point of view, "There are certain kinds of
says Walston dr Co. If the roles that I can play better
"because
market is to make a strong than others," he says, limitaof the way I look or the
recovery later on it must
tions of my talent or whatever.
retrace approximately one-third So I feel that I should stick
to one-half of a previous pretty closely to those kinds of
substantial advance, such as parts."
Although Clint may always
the 330-point advance in the
the
Dow-Jones Industrial Average be depended upon to do film
his role of a
in
thing
right
1971
to
April
from May 1970
star—he puts on black tie and
tux to attend premieres and is
The market appears to be g
wrhaecnious as well as intelligent
absorbing unfavorable news,
we interview him for the
fairly well and has laid the cameras; and he stands still for
groundwork in recent sessions magazine photographers and
but he
for a substantial technical rally. publicity interviews —
still prefers the dungaree life
E. F. Hutton says. The firm wherein he can shoot pool,
further observes the market's drink beer and watch his fourbehavior on Monday during the year-old son Kyle grow up.
"I never talk down to him,"
past few weeks has been
contracyclical to the trend papa Eastwood says. Kyle, who
which has dominated trading Is blond and blue-eyed, is wise
to know his
for the remainder of the week. enough at this age
father must be pretty important, because the boy has been
The primary concern of the overheard to tell four-year-old
investor at this point should be girls that his daddy can put
building up cash reserves and them in pictures!
• • •
preserving capital, says Indicaof
tor Digest. Weak stocks should DESPITE Eastwood's claim
limitations in looks or talent,
rally
be sold on any technical
he has really changed considerbelow the resistance areas of ably in his professional pur870-880 for the Dow-Jones suits from the kind, clear-eyed
Industrials. The current market ranch foreman in television's
is a very difficult one and is not "Rawhide." From there, you reabout to turn around on a dime call, he went into the bearded,
violent, anti-heroic hero of the
and zoom upward.
"Dollars" pictures, Italian-made
in Spain.
Since his return to filmmaking in the U.S., Clint has
progressed from a western
deputy sheriff in "Coogan's
GOTHENBURG — A series Bluff," to an amorous gold

cifudy beats, up a suspect, later kills him. But in the end,
Clint's a hero--in his usual,
anti-heroic way!
So, Eastwoovi's field of dramatic endeavor is not no conlined as it may appear to bruit as he would claim it la
Aitholigh (lint made his di-

rectorial bow with "Play Misty
For Me." he told me he's not
sure he wants to devote much
of his life to direction. "Just
when I'm worn out with acting-- maybe."
Meanwhile, t h e incredible
Clint, as strong and Imreproachable as a Sequoia, has become a powerhouse in the film
producing business. His own
company. Malpaso, has at least
three properties at the ready
and several others warming
up,
•

• •

EASTWOOD is honored with
satisfyin re ularit b movie

than most Hollywood actors-and stars- can boast these days.
They are "The Hostiles."
la," and -The Dance." Andexhibitors all over the world as
a boxoffice hero; his films are as
surefire as anything can be in
the strange shot.vbit world. And
he now looms as the most-likely successor to John Wayne—
If Wayne should ever decide to
Wire, that is. Now, it seems
unlikely as he continues to
make one successful film after
ot e.
another,
just comClint's
pleted -Dirty Harry" for WarWarners
ner Brothers and
would like to have him back for
an encore - and so would Universal where his primary film
commitments exist. But, the
day after "Dirty Harry" filming stopped, Clint drove up the
coast to Carmel where he has
his Second home (first one is in
Valley)
the San
Fernando
where he set to work on a celebrity golf tournament of which
he is chairman.
Eastwood has three films upcoming --which is three more

all
his company owns theni
soutv
And, those titles don't
1111
like any "limitations"
-looks" or -talent."

We lend money to farmers and ranchers.
Nobody else. And the people who borrow
buy stock in PCA. That way, they tell us
what to do.They decide who is really going
to run our operation.
It's a great arrangement. We end up
being owned and operated by the People

who need— and use— our service. So we
know all about their special money needs.

and Try Our

—Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish
—Country Hams and Steaks
—All Kinds of Fresh Homemade Pizza
I a.m. to 10 p.m.,7 days a week
— J.C. GALLI:MORE —

Supplies, equipment, maintenance, extra
•-•• help, medical bills, educational expenses.
••••3 And we know how to tailor repayment programs to their production and income.
Talk over your money needs—any season of the year—with a seasoned money
oro the man at PCA.

Jackson Purchase Production
Credit Association
Keys Keel, Office Manager
Phone 753-5602
305 North 4th Street

Computerized sales
tested in Sweden

COWARDICE TRIAL — Marine Sgt. Jon M. Sweeney
gives the camera an expressionless look at Quantico, Va., during his courtmartial on charges of "running away in the presence
of the enemy" and "communicating with the enemy" by making statements
disloyal to the government
— broadcasts. Sweeney is

of nine cash terminals linked to
a mini-computer are to replace
conventional cash registers at
a retail liquor shop, one of a
nationwide chain run by the
Swedish state.
All sales data will be
automatically stored in the
computer's memory pending
the next stock inventory, when
the machine will specify
exactly what stocks should be
available in the shop.

Clint losewimial
John Wayile's successor!
miner in "Paint Your Wagon."
and from a Civil War psychotic
veteran in "The Beguiled" to a
mixed-up disc jockey in "Play
Misty For Me" and now a rein
lentless. remorseless cop
"Dirty Harry" where he tinnier- 4

Step into the
Wonderful

FLORIDA
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DAYTONA BEACH
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The beach, mountains,around the block—the Datsun
5-Door Wagon fills the bill. Pile allthe kids and gear through
a full width tailgate or 4side doors.
Fold down the back seatfor six feet of load area. Unibody
construction provides solid support.
'Ibugh 96 HRoverhead cam engine delives up to 25 MPG.
Additional features:
•5-main-bearings for greater engine life and economy
•All-syncluv 4-on-the-floor transmission
•Optional 3-speed automatic
•Fade-free,safety front disc brakes
•Windows-up fresh air system
Whitewalls, heater/defroster, all-vinyl upholstery and
many more no-cost extras.'neat your family.
Drive a Datsun...then decide.

Bring your lighthearted spirit . we
supply everything eiSe to romp or
rest by the sparkling sea'
•All rooms & suites are
oteanfront arkl have private
balconies

Endura-Press by Kaynee - Cotton and
Polyester. No iron - No touch-up. Tapered
tailoring for a perfect Bt. Solid and stripes.

Sizes

1n
)
.
41111111111

$4.50 to

• 2 Olympic pools,
1100 ft. of private beach

•Color TV, phones, room service
• Air conditioned & heated
• Dining room, lounge, coffee shop
• 9 hole putting green
• Game room, shuffleboard, baby
sitter service
• Planned entertainment
• Across from shopping cenle'

bowling, theatre

• Near Jai Alai, Dog Rac.ng
Auto Racing
• Great deep sea fishing

America's Finest Permanent Press $6.00 to $7.50
Stripes, Solids, Plaids Sizes 6 to 12
$8.00 to $10.50
Prep. sizes 25" to 31"waist

Write fer fres brochure. rites.
Croilft cards honored
Allefitila Express, Diners Club,
Asericard. Master Charge

°gager
!HACH MOTEL
=====
Veyaeor Dosch Motel Oseant.os! Resort
2424 N. ettentic Ave Not
Witco/ Dosch, Florida

in nationally advertised brands for Boys
at

s-4d
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Canterbury Estates

THIS BEAUTIFUL HOME LOCATED ON LARGE SHADY
LOT 2 miles from Murray. Has entrance hall, 3 bedrooms,
Pi ceramic tile baths, family room, central heat and air,
carpeted throughout. Has 20x24 ft. garage for that extra auto,
plus room for work shop. Carport, storm windows and doors.
If you are interested in something nice at a reasonable price,
you MUST see this one.

LIKE NEW THIS 12x62 MOBILE HOME AND ALL FURNISHINGS. Located on one acre lot with city water, gas and
paved streets. A steal at $5,000.00.
EXCELLENT INVESTMENT, MAKE IN EXCESS OF 12
percent on your money. This house located near M.S.U. has
three apartments,each with private entrance and bath. Two
have two bedrooms, one has one bedroom. Most of the furniture included at only $14,500.00.
207 ACRES OF LAND WITH TWO MODERN HOUSES,
grade -A" dairy barn, 2 stock barns, three tobacco barns
over 4 acres tobacco base, on paved road. 158 acres crop
land.

Three extra large bedrooms, nice living
room, extra large den and patio, double garage,
nice size storage room attached to garage, nice
foyer, central air and heat, all built-in Tappan
appliances, shag carpet throughout home.
Bricked front porch and steps, extra large lot,
193 feet across front and 265 feet deep.

Phone 753-3379 After 5:00
or 753-8925 day or night

EXTRA LARGE LOT, DOUBLE GARAGE, STORAGE
ROOM,are all included with this three bedroom brick house.
Has air conditioners, dishwasher, drapes, tile bath and
located'near M.S.U. Priced less than $20,000.00.
REAL NEAT THIS TWO BEDROOM BRICK. Has large
living room,extra large kitchen and dining area, carport and
outside storage room. Priced to sell 813,750.00.
SHADE! SHADE! SHADE! COMES WITH THIS THREE
BEDROOM BRICK. Located near new school and elementary schools. Has large living room, den, kitchen, dining
area, utility, carport and a price tag you can afford. Also
earPeting.
WANT A NEW HOUSE? THIS ONE IS FOR YOU. Three
large bedrooms,two beautiful tile and marble baths, big den,
living room, entry hall, enclosed garage, kitchen full of
cabinets and appliances including SELF CLEANING OVEN,
dishwasher,disposal. Nearly ready to move into. Don't let it
get away.
A NICE ONE IS THIS THREE BEDROOM BRICK. Has good
sized living room, family room, tile bath, carport, built-in
range,air conditioner and electric, heat. Less than $19,000.00.
BUILDING LOTS IN STORY ESTATES ON LYNN GROVE
HIGHWAY,city water available on these huge lots 140'x1110'.
Also lots in Bagwell Manor, Broach subdivision and other
Choice locations inside of town or out.

We Are In Need of Some
Good Houses To Sell .. .
if you have one and really want to sell,
list it with us, we are
members of Multiple Listing.

Whether it is selling, renting, buying
or just some friendly advice
on real estate,
- OUR ONLY BUSINESS IS REAL ESTATE the best place to go is . . .

ROBERTS REALTY
505 Main Street or Call 753-1651
348 ACRE FARM about 1 mile
north of Coldwater with 190 aCtreS
cleared and sown in soybeans,
long blacktop road frontage, 20
acre lake stocked with fish.
balance of land bould be made
tillable. Combine your farming
with a recreational site. Priced
right for a quick sale. Let us show
you this fine property.

DUPLEX: LARGE 3 bedroom
units, carpet, central heat and
air, monthly income $310.00.
Phone 7534202 or 753-3648. A14C

SERVICES OFFERED

PIRATES COVE
SUBDIVISION

RFD 1, HARDIN, KY. 42048

KENTUCKY LAKE

PHONE
52) 3544559 5 MI. WEST KEN-LAKE STATE PARK
ON KENTUCKY 80

LAKESIDE LOTS FOR SALE
REASONABLY PRICED-BANK FINANCING
DISPLAY HOMES OPEN FOR
INSPECTION
APPROVED WATER SYSTEM-3000 NT.
AIRPORT
FOR INFORMATION, WRITE OR CALL

CLYDE WILSON

IN COLDWATER - A LOVELY SPLIT LEVEL HOME. 4
bedrooms and 2 baths. Central heat and air. Anderson
in-,u1sted windows. All carpeted, dishwasher. $30,500.00.

41

ii

+ THREE MILESNORTH,JUST OFF 641 we have a beautiful
41 3 bedroom brick. Has large den with fire-place, lots of closets
41 and built-ins; book shelves, two car garage, plus another
unattached two car garage. 11
/
2 acre lot, plenty of shade.
428,500.00.

.g./

41 IN KIRICSEY WE HAVE A GOOD SOLID frame, 3
41 bedrooms, living room, family room, large kitchen, utility
+ room, bath and 2 acre lot. Here is a good buy at $11,350.00.

4

SERVICES OFFERED

NEW HOME IN EAST Y MANOR. BRICK veneer with 3
bedrooms, large den, baseboard heat, 11
/
2 baths, built-in
range and oven. City water. A lavely home at only $20,000.00.

,z, LOOKING FOR A REAL GOOD MEDIUM Priced 2 bedroom
'
1"... brick? Go take a look at this place 2/
1
2 miles South on 121
Highway. Lot size over an acre. Priced for quick sale at
4: $17,500.00.

41
4/
1
_,..
'V

AT 1512 HENRY STREET, YOU WILL see ifine 3 bedroom
home on a beautiful lot. Has central heat and air, family
room,all the extras and a real nice out side storage building.
Also has double carport. Price $27,000.00.

41
... L4 MILE NORTH OF STELLA, REAL NICE 3 bedroom
V brick. Has formal dining room, family room, living room,
41 kitchen with built-ins, some carpet, 2 baths, also a large
4 shop buildAig in back. Located on 100'x200' lot. This place is
41 a bargain at 626,250-00.
:
41 NEW DUPLEX IN WESTWOOD SUBDIVISION. 2 bedrooms
41 on each side, built-in kitchen and carpet. Price $254500.00.
AT 1705 JOHNSON,4 BEDROOM BRICK. Has formal dining
ni room,2 baths,living room,family rcrom, utility rciom, double
41 garage, patio and just across the streetfrom new high school.
41 $31,900.00.
ON CATALINA DRIVE,2 BEDROOM BRICK,about 2 years

41 old. Real nice, has large kitchen, living room, bath, garage.

.0 At the low price of 618,900.00.
+ ON IRVING COBB ROAD, JUST ACROSS THE street from

303 SOUTH MAIN, SIKESTON, MISSOURI, 63801
4, Marvin's Grocery, 3 bedroom frame,;a11 carpet, den with
PHONE-AREA CODE (314) 471-1348 or 471-1716
fire-place, living room, kitchen, 11
/
2 baths. This house is a
_•
••-•••steal at 412,500.00. Also has a one acre lot.
FURNITURE REFINISHING PROFESSIONAL, EX.
All work guaranteed. Free pick. PERIENCED painter, will wort 41 AT NORTH 16TH STREET AND BYPASS we have a nice
house on corner, business lot. Also good vacant lot. Ideal spot
up and delivery. Free estimate contract jobs, on hourly basis,
for business of most any kind. Call us and take a look at this
Antique or natural finish. Jerry has own equipment. Call 489property.
McCoy,753-3045.
Aug24C =87.
Sept.7C 41 fine

4

4

TIRSAITIle
tat Your Home
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SPIDIIRS
Are Poison

•

ROaCtiis
Carry Germs
Gat RIO al
PESTS

Protect Your Home!

41

CALL TODAY FOR FREE INSPECTION

Kelley's Termite
and
Pest Control

100 S. 13th Street
Murray, Ky.
Phone 753.3914 Day or Nite
Nome Owned and Operated Over 20 Yeats
Licensed by State of Kentucky
Membe Chamber of Commerce
Ammowilob

29 ACRES 1 MILE EAST OF TEl CITY on Highway 94. 2
bedroom frame, stock barn, good fence, part wooded. Price
116,800.00.

41 ON FAXON ROAD
MILES EAST OF Highway 94 we have
a real nice 3 bedroom brick and frame on 20 acres of-land.
41 Here is a real buy at $21,000.00.
NICE BRICK HOME ON 4 ACRES at Junction of 280 and 614
near lake. Has 3 bedrooms, family room, and kitchen
41 combination. Nice outside storage building. People are
41 moving to town, must sell. Price $23,500.00.
A.. REAL FINE DUPLEX ON DODSON Ave. Has 3 bedrooms on
each side, all carpet. Nice lot and the owner will sell or trade
41 for nice home.
AT 815 SHA WA CIRCLE, 3 bedrooms, large ,llring . room,
base board heat and central air. Hall and hedrooms carpeted, 2 baths, garage. On nice lot. 624,300.00.

Do not be deceived! Termites work 24 hours
a day the year round ... Winter and Summer

*
*
+

Call 753-7724

ni
41 ME TOMMY MILLER HOME AT LYNN GROVE.
3
bedrooms, brick veneer with central heat and air. 11
/
2 Baths,
4 fire-place,
garbage disposal, dishwasher, built-in range and
41 oven, city water. $28,000.00.
41
At AT 1513 KIRKWOOD, 4 bedroom. brick, fire-place, formal
I: dining room, large living room, double garage, extra large
V storage room and well landscaped lawn. This house has been
41 reduced to $36,000.00,
41
A, DRIVE OUT ON PARKLANE AND look at this two story
-II brick at 1705. Has four bedrooms, 24
:baths, nice carpeting,
41 all built-ins in kitchen, central heat and air and two car
4: garage. Price only $34,000.00.

'

OUTSTANDING BUY IN THIS THREE BEDROOM, 11'2
bath brick house. Has carpeting, central heat and air, living
room, den, extra amount of storage space, utility room,
range, dishwasher and disposal. Located 3 blocks from new
school and priced to sell at only 822,750.00.

For More Information on the Following Listings

FOUR MILES WEST OF MURRAY just off highway No. 783,
can be bought with from 1 to 50 acres of land. Two bedroom
41 frame house with bath and electric heat.
41
41611 KIRKWOOD IS A LOVELY BRICK HOME with three
bedrooms, two baths, all built-ins, central heat and air, with
garage. $25,500.
41
41 LARGE SWIMMING POOL AND FENCED yard with this
411a three bedroom modern brick home. All built-ins at 1705
College Farm Rd. $24,000.

40
r.

4

41 IN MEADOW GREEN ACRES, three bedroom, two bath
41 brick home. Fireplace, built-ins, central heat and air. Double
41 garage and newly decorated, carp&M. $25,000.

ii
.
ON KEENLAND DRIVE IS A REAL SHARP 3 bedroom si_
brick with central heat and air. 2 tiled baths, kitchen with 'I
cabinets galore. All carpeted in tip-top condition. Fenced II'
ibra
icelkudy
eadrd
andParW
eady
. Nto
shni
icemo
ve bribg
etriy
t in. d$2470700
. Dr
• aPereries

113°
#

DELUXE HOME AT 1706 MAGNOLIA. Three bedroom, „
ilt
s
baths.
cen
brick
fireplace,
paairtiO2.1/2Alltilbuiled
carport
patio.
tral
Do
Larugbelefarn°
roTrtil
firheella
t
w:ith
a 0.
13.
fine home at $34,750.
*
OVER HALF aCRE LOT WITH THIS 1½ story four bedroom
:
brick home,carport. Electric heat, fireplace. Large modern
kitchen and family room. A bargain at $15,000.
ill'
CANTERBURY ESTATES, NEARLY NEW two story four „
ill°
bedroom brick irrith mother-in-law apartment built in,
two gr
baths. Central heat and air, and all built-ins. Double garage
OW
$36.000.

ONE MILE SOUTH ON 121. Nice two bedroom frame home
water. Sheet rock interior, fireplace and
onLogarvleg.ey$IrTsv0:50006.ty

11.
ti.
..,_
.4IT

STORY HOME ON DUDLEY DRIVE. Four 1.1.
bedrooms and 3 baths. Double garage, fireplace, patio.
Eleven closets, all built-ins. Central air and helirrYou should
...just see inside this home. $43,000.
13.
ON 121 WEST,14 ACRES and three bedroom, two bath home ti,
with a furnished garage apartment included. Concrete block'
3stock barn and other outbuildings. Fireplace and basement "I"
Transferrable loan, garage. $34,750.
+
40 ACRE FARM AND GOOD four bedroom
frame home .2_
4'
about 1 mile West of Hazel on good gravel road.
67'
$24,500.
11
.
A FINE 26 ACRE TRACT is waiting for some one. Four miles 1.1.
from Murray on Penny Road. 18.5 acres tenable, 7.5 acres .
-•
2_
wooded, all fenced with well and lovely building site. Priced .
..'r
at only $12,600.
II`
ill•
HERE'S A BEAUTIFUL four bedroom house priced at 13.
$22,500 at 1702 College Farm Road. This house is completel
'
y
redecorated on the inside with fenced in backyard, m i t see aii
this house to appreciate.
3'
AT 1218 DOGWOOD IS ONE OF THE FINER homes in +
el.
Murray. A dream. Five bedrooms, brick veneer, all built-ins ..._
ir
on a beautiful shady lot, Quality plus stands out. $52,500.
IT
3
LOOKING FOR A LOVELY THREE bedroom brick veneer 1.
lib
house with a 20 x 40 swimming pool? STOP LOOKING-SEE
1305 Kirkwood. Central air, all built-ins and in a wonderful *
location. Best part-only $26,300.
.
II'
HERE IS SOME FINE INVESTMENT PROPERTY for
$47,000. 1311 West Main has 9 apartments, 6 in rear and 3 in .
front and all rented for the Fall semester. All apartments are ill
furnished.
*
811'
*
FINE LOCATION. Good Buy, at 312 Woodlawn is a 3,
bedroomtrick veneer, electric heat on good lot, for $16,800.

4

4

A NEW TWO BEDROOM house located in Baywood Vista
with all conveniences is waiting for someone. It could be
yours for only $11,500.

13.

A BEAUTIFUL TWO BEDROOM frame house at 1405 Vine, tie
completely redecorated inside and outside with a one car
garage and only $15,000. Hard to imagine but seeing is tio
believing.
345 ACRES NEAR KENTUC
KY LAKE in vicinity
of 1.
°
Lakeway Shores with a small frame
house. Land ready to be *•8developed. $51,750.
NORTH lath is a lovely three bedroom brick' veneer
Han.Two baths, one car garage and plenty of closet space
on a good size lot. Must see this one-426,000.
HERE IS 63 ACRES of real fine farm land with an acre fish
pond about 8 miles north east of Murray. Plenty of frontage
along hard top road. Owner anxious to retire-417,000.
FOUR BEDROOM BRICK VENEER house on 1637 Miller
Avenue. Partially furnished and priced at $15,750 is too good
of a bargain to pus up.

LYNN GROVE. A THREE BEDROOM with
family room and
study on one acre lot. Also has carpet, 11
/
2 baths, carport and
city water. Priced-420,500.

FIVE MILES WEST OF CITY limits on
Nearly new 3 bedroom brick veneer, two West Fork Road. IT
baths, all built-ins,
on paved road and ki acre lot. Priced
$26,300.

THREE BEDROOM BRICK VENEER
,
SEPTIC TANK cleaning, back
all built-ins, at 1620 Catalina. Priced central heat and air,
AUTOS FOR SALE
to sell-$19,500.
hoe
work.
Phone Rex Camp, 753NEAR KENTUCKY Lake on
BEAUTIFUL WOODED LOT AND A THREE bedroom brick
5933.
1964
CORVAIR
THREE
Sept.2C
Monza
BEDROO
black top, nice 2 bedroom home,
conM CONCRETE BLOCK house
on 3 acre a..
central heat and air, two fireplaces. Good location
lot. 6 miles east of town on Cohoon
11
/
2 acre lot Large living room, WANTED TO do custom silage vertible, $100.00. Good work car its home with
Road. Can be seen
Sycamore
1509
$24,000.
.
at
4:
Phone
753-7865.
anytime-$12,600.
nice kitchen, one bath, good cutting. Phone 753-1699.
A13P
AIX
garage with storage house at1964 AUSTIN Healey Sprite
DUPLEX AT 1314 Vine Street, 2 tached. Possession with deed
41
Roadster. Completely rebuilt 42
bedrooms each side, tile baths. only $7,500.
4" Plastic Wells
engine
and brake system. Needs
Stoves, refrigerators, washers
A YLOR WELL
minor body work, $350.00. Phone 115
and dryers on each side are inDRILLING
753-4076.
iluded,good
investment 13 ACRES with nice 2 bedroom
Al4C'41
Phone Puryear. Term
possibilities. May we show you brick home on Hwy. 121 about 10
1967 CHEVROLET '02 ton pick-up, 41
247-5556
fins desirable property and quote miles West of Murray, all under
woven wire fence, small stock
A-1. 26,000 miles, Fleetsfde, long 4
tou the low price?
Complete Well
1
wide bed. Phone 753-7996. A13P
barn, crib and storage house
QI
41
Service
..
$19,000.
Claude L. Miller Real Estate, 418
1957 DODGE. Excellent con- 43
in Street. 753-5064, John C.
dition. 865•00. Phone 751.
41
ubauer, ASSOCiElte Broker, 733Al4C 41
GOOD FRAME home on large WILL INSTALL septic tanks and
Al3C
531.
lot, nice shade trees close to down Haul Gravel. Phone Emerine
1967 DATSUN STATION wagon 4
'
.!
IVELY I.- WE oedroom home, town and hospital, 2 bedrooms, Construction Co., Murray Phone 753-8210 after 5:00
Kentucky
,
kitchen
753-100.
and dining room comAlIC p.m
full basement, large corner lot,
t
A 14C 41
5x 150. Owner transferring. 1708 bination. Only $9,000. WW consider
acreage.
1967
trade
for
EL
CAMINO
FOR SALE OR RENT
pick-up. Phone '
Miller . Asking $17,500.00 Phorr
7534268 after 5:00p.m.
TF
134178.
Al4P 4:
Galloway Insurance and Real TWO BEDROOM house
trailer,
by OWNER-3 bedroom brick Estate, Phone 753-5442, Murray, air-conditioned, electric heat. 3 1964, VOLKSWAGEN AL15.4_11..el
bouse, tan blocks from college. Ky.
A 13C miles from Murray. Phone 753- overhaul, in good condition with -I'
•
refrigerator arid stove
Phone 753-4683 or 753-1790 A 13C
- Phone
7866 or 753-2583.
MSC
753,5106 after 5:03 p.m.
A14( 4±0400144"1"1144+444
1
4+
++++444"+4444+
44++ +44+44.4"144"Ft

4.!

41

Gmy Spann Realty

re

1

41

Member of Multiple Listings
901 Sycamore St. Phone 753-7724
Nite Phones: Guy Spann - 753-2587
Louise Baker - 753-2409 Prentice Dunn 753-5725
Onyx Ray - 753-8919

Jack Persall - 753-8961
Glen Wilcox - 753-2761
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TIRED OF RUSHING TO WORK EVERY DAY?
Invest in this great income property and sleep late while
the profits roll in. Visualize the income from 8 bedrooms, 3
baths only one block from campus. Your own quarters would
be large living room with fireplace, built-ins in kitchen,
dinette, 2 bedrooms, bath, all carpeted. $45,000 will buy you
this lovely home plus 6 bedroom apartment house fully
furnished at 14th and Hughes

LAKE FRONT LOTS
in Pine Bluff and Panorama Shores.
NEAT FURNISHED CABIN IN
Panorama. 2 bedrooms, one bath, electric heat and air
conditioned for $13,900. Live on the lake.
OUR FARMS ARE GREAT
104 acres 2 miles north of Kirksey has 10 acre corn base,
frame house for. . get this!! $14,000. HA Big spill*.

LITTLE PLACE IN l'HE COUNTRY
could be your private hide-away. Cute 2 bedroom brick with
den,large country kitchen full basement and 2 acres of land
on Pottertown Road 3 miles from Court Square. $18,500.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.

A LITTLE SCOTCH
in your blood? Then this brick bargain at 1612 Belmont will
please ya. New carpets show off the living room, dining
room,3 bedrooms and family room. Additional features are
drapes, 2 air conditioners, electric heat for only $20,750.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.

WHY MEN STAY HOME
It's so comfortable he won't leave it. Located on 1710
Audubon Drive, this home has all the extras. Central heat
and air, 4 bedrooms, 2Y2 baths, kitchen has everything,
formal dining room is work of art, family room with bar and
patio, completely carpeted and draped, 2 car garage. True
luxury for only $36,750.

LOTS OF TREES AND PRIVACY
in Meadowlane subdivision. This 3 bedroom brick is family
size. Carpeted with 2 air conditioners, nice drapes, kitchen
with disposal and dishwasher. Convenient to shopping and
school $21,875. Large fenced back yard.

SPACE! HERE ON DODSON
2 bath,
/
Really big living room with fireplace, 3 bedrooms, 11
carpets, dining room, patio, big yard with large outside
storage. Ideally located to university and shopping. A
bargain at $24,000.

IN COLDWATER-52 acre farm, frontage on Hwy. 121 for
just $14,000.
5 miles north of Kirksey is another desirable farm 100 acres
of excellent cropland for $17,500.

TIRED OF SAMESVILLE?
then come on out to Hermitage Drive and check this char2
1
ming 2 story home on 150 x 380 lot. 4 large bedrooms, 2/
baths,family room with fireplace, patio, completely built-in
kitchen, formal dining, lovely carpets and draperies, 2 car
garage. Gracious country living in town 642,500.
IMMEDIATE POSSEMION.

Large fenced cattle farm, with year round water and lush
pasture. Took us 30 minutes to find 80 head of registered
angus. Grass is growing faster than they eat it. 425 acres with
holding pens for $65,000.

FURNISHED APARTMENTS, 100 BALES WHEAT straw, 50c
Al4C
one and two bedrooms. Wars per bale. Phone 753-3387.
and dryers available. Zim
merman Apartments, South 16th SPECIAL PRICE on AKC White
Street. Phone 753-6609.
A16C Toy Poodle Puppies. Only two left
at $55.00 each. Phone 753A 14C
TWO BEDROOM duplex with 4469.
central heat and air, fully car
peted with outlets for washer and POLAROID AUTOMATIC 103
dryer. Available September 1st. Land Camera with flash in case.
$125.00 per month. Phone 753- Used three times. $50.00. Phone
A14C
9741.
Al6C 753-8256.
JNFURNLSHED HOUSE near
University. Five rooms and bath
iownstairs, two rooms upstairs.
Phone 753-3623.
AM'
SPACES TO park your trailers at
Green Acres Trailer Court. Nice,
quiet, paved street. Telephones,
Gas, Electricity, and Cable
vision. Available at 822.50 per
month. Water furnished & garbage picked up. Married couples
/42,3c
only. Call 753-4539.

FOR RENT
ftirlis led
Niceapartments for 3, 4 and
5 college girls.
*2 bedroom
furnished apartment
for 3 or 4 college boys.
- ALSOPrivate rooms
with kitchen privileges
for college boys.

3/4 CHAROLIAS COWS with
calves and young bulls for sale.
Phone Calvert City,527Al4C
7888.
CORN FOR freezing, Truckers
Favorite. Also canning tomatoes.
A14C
Phone 753-6354.
TWO WHEEL Utility trailer.
A14C
Phone 753-8109.
GAS STOVE with double oven.
Phone 753-23C.
YARD SALE!!! Saturday,
August 14, 9:00. Arrowheads,
glassware, guns, 1959 TR3
English Sportscar, etc. Will trade
car for anything of value! 753
8159, Mahan Apartments, High2 mile past 12k
1
way 641 North, /
bypass on left. Rain or
Al4P
shine.

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE
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Yumbo

4
4

Is Now At The
10'

Triangle
So issum Jim
and
So Is

King Fish

TRY OUR NEW
SANDWICH TASTE DELIGHTS!
Want To Know What A Yumbo Is?
A Yumbo Is A Yummy,
Jumbo Hamburger!
Ifs a yummy meal in one
on a hamburger bun" - - 60'

4i
44
4
4
4
44
44
4
4

Triangle Inn

4

Hazel Highway
FLUFFY soft and bright are
carpets cleaned with Blue Lustre.
Rent new electric shampooer $1.
SPACE LIKE OLD HOUSES HAVE
Western Auto, Home of "The
301 N.16th Street will give you 3large bedrooms, living room,
and Trials
A14C COPPERTONE MAGIC Chef 30 AKC TOY Poodles
Wishing Well."
dining room,kitchen with stove and dishwasher, 2 baths, lot
753Phone
Puppies.
Setter
FINANCE
HELP
WILL
Inch
OWNER
gas
range.
Moving,
of storage. like a bonus? Upstairs you can rent furnished
Al4C
available immediately. Phone 1862.
at 1312 Kirkwood Drive. Recently redecorated and extremely
apartment for almost enough to make your monthly
carport,
drapes,
carpeted,
partly
brick,
753-5482.
bedroom
3
neat
NOTICE
A14NC
payments. Great location for investment. $26,500.
SLABS & SAWDUST. W. Ike
kitchen has disposal,range and oven. $18,000 Big closets, lots
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs TWO GOOD MULE bridles; one Avery Lumber Co., Puryear
of storage. IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.
TFC
for rent or sale. Rent applies to full-blooded, 7 to 8 month old Tenn.
THEY ARE BEGGING FOR PLACES TO RENT
Piano boxer; new hydraulic lift for
Lonardo
MOVE
purchase.
YOUR
MAKE
at 1612 College Farm Road you could have a nice income
Company, across from Post wheel disc, never been used. Call LARGEST VARIETY of pistoll
An economical one. Just starting out or retiring, need to cut
from this 4 bedroom home. Buy and rent it today. Total price
Al3C 489-2330.
Office, Paris,Tenn.
A16P in Kentucky. No increase in
down on expenses and have income? $16,950, will buy you 3
$10,500.
After 4 p.m.
prices. Country Boy Stores, the
bedrooms, 2 fireplaces, kitchen with disposal, range and
A THREE BEDROOM frame house Army Surplus Folks. 9 miles
oven, carport and lot 60 x 244 on quiet street. Furnished
OWNER SAYS,"SELL"
upstairs apartment with private entrance and drive, rents
with air, electric heat, Drapes, from Hopkinsville, Junction Ky.
NICE TWO bedroom furnished
New house nearly complete, need to sell old one. Now is your
You
Miss
if
Immediate
one.
this
you
show
us
Let
monthly.
$90
for
Garbage disposal and basement. 117 & 164.Open Sundays until 4:00
Tappan
apartment, near University.
chance to buy a charming 4 bedroom home. Built-in
Aug30C
Possession.
Call 753-3440 after 5:00 for ap- p.m.
A18C
Phone 753-7550.
Your Paper...
appliances in the kitchen, new drapes throughout, carpets,
A13P
pointment.
705
.
.
.
etc
schools,
shopping,
to
convenient
deep,
feet
lot 248
WIFE SPOILER
SAINT BERNARD pups, AKC
If you have not received
Sycamore, for only $17,000. Look at this one. You'll be glad
UNFURNISHED TWO bedroom
Spick and Span, three bedroom, 2 bath beauty at 806 Broad
your Ledger & Times by
HARDROCK MAPLE bunk beds registered. Easy terms. Call 554you did.
apartment,shady back yard, lots
extended. Almost new with central heat and air, deep carTFCt
with mattresses. Good condition. 4786,Paducah,Ky
of storage space, carpeted
6 P.M.
A13C
pets, built-in range, oven, disposal, family room and patio.
753-1329.
Phone
MADE TO LIVE IN
throughout. Phone 753-3312 days
we urge you to contact the
824,750.
THE LINNVILLE Shoe Store will
at 1503 Belmont. 3 bedroom, 2 bath, very attractive and
A21C
or 7'53.8096 nights.
city circulation manager,
BRIDGESTONE 1969 dual 175 be closed on Sundays beginning
fine
of
abundance
beautifully appointed. Kitchen has
753-9269
at
Ted Delaney,
MAGNEFIQUE!!!
motorcycle, 1971 license and August 15, 1971. New store hours;
cabinets with dishwasher, disposal, built-in range and oven.
TRAILER: TO couple only. See
2 bath,
1
You enjoy the finer things of life in this 3 bedroom, 2/
sticker. Excellent Monday thru Friday 8:30-6:00,
inspection
and
carpets,
beautiful
p.m.
6:30
&
6
Between
garage,
car
2
patio,
landscaped
Trailer
Dill's
Big
Brandon Dill at
brick in Gatesborough. The inviting courtyard takes you into
If interested Saturday 8:30-5:00.
$325.00.
condition,
drapes. A real bargain at $29,500.
Court after 4:00 p.m. No phone
for delivery. Please place
the beauty of luxurious shag carpets throughout, and
phone 753-5664 between 4:00 and Mbeelatest fall shoes are
A
please.
14C
calls
the
love
6:30
call
p.m.
will
before
your
You
exquisitely decorated formal dining room,
Al4C arrtvl daily, also Fall Crinkle
5:00 p.m.
GREAT INVESTMENT!!
landscaping, the family room with fireplace and the huge
patent Boots. Now receiving
with
home
brick
rambling
decorated
Newly
TWO BEDROOM house with
at 304 N. 4th.
patio. Fully equipped kitchen, drapes, electric garage door
ELECTROLUX SALES & Ser- RIM GYM exerciser, $35.00 Men's shoes, all famous name
unCalloway,
1614
at
three apartments and potential for 4th apartment or great
garage
Magnifique!!
opener and the price.. . $36,000.
Discount Prices.
offices. Big commercial lot close to downtown. House is
furnished, electric heat. Phone vice, Box 213, Murray, Ky., C.M. Frosted wig, $15.00. Underwood brands at
All
FarLadies
Summer Shows
range
382-2488,
disposal,
phone
dishwasher,
Sanders,
typewriter,
carpets,
$50.00.
Phone
drapes,
753with
A14C
complete
753-4645 after 5:00 p.m.
OWNER BUILT THIS ONE TO LIVE IN
Reduced. All Famous Name
TFC 9646.
mington, Kentucky.
A
13C,
and oven, built-in grill, formal dining, fireplace. All this for
2
bedrooms,
3
drapes,
and
carpets
on Johnson Blvd. Fine
Brand Shoes at Discolint
only $31,800. IMMEDIATE POSSESSION.
TRAILERS ON Kentucky Lake,
baths, family room, 2 car garage, colonial style brick home
A17C
now to deliver or 1966 HOTPOINT ELECTRIC Prices.
ready
ARE
WE
Phone
large
lots,
air-conditioned.
on large 112 x 186 lot. Kitchen has disposal, dishwasher.
six
for
vein
order
your
take
two
on
bordered
land
range.
rich
house,
Excellent
Good
condition.
Al8P
436-2427.
14 acre farm in Penny.
range and cakin, refrigerator and deep freeze. Unbelievable
stoker or four by seven lump Phone 753-3862.
Al3C 12'x65'-1970 MOBILE HOME
sides by excellent roads. A real buy for $18,000.
at $29,900.
Spanish deco, fully carpeted, two
coal. Phone 753-1813, Fulton Ice &
NICE FURNISHED apartments Coal Service,406 South 4th
for pole bedrooms, two baths, also airCREOSOTED
POLES
SPACE
OFFICE
CLUB,
HEALTH
KINDERGARTEN,
•
DESIRABLE HOME SITES-SOME WOODED
near campus, reasonable and Street.
Sept.11C barn construction, utility poles conditioned. Excellent condition.
this property Is versatile. Big brick building and frame
. . Gatesborough . Sycamore, near new high
Kingswood
with bath. Also sleeping rooms
and boat docks. Murray Lumber Very reasonable price. Phone
for
investment
duplex on 100 x 188 commercial lot. Good
Calloway
school. .. Oakdale . . Near Martin's Chapel . . .
for college boys. Please call, we .SHAPEMAKERS!!! THE only Co., Maple Street, Murray, 753-4456 after 6:00p.m.
TFC
6th.
N.
on
$32,500,
Avenue . . . N. 18th Street . . Farmer Avenue zoned for
may have what you need. Day, easy way to lose weight and in- Kentucky.
ITC
Duplex . . . Bagwell Manor
TFC ches fast. Make an appointment
EEP CARPETS beautiful
753-8365, night 753-2891.
LISTEN TO THE QUIET
for Free figure analysis. Phone PURPLE HULL Peas, $2.00 espite footsteps of a busy
lot.
lakefront
large
a
on
located
cabin
Ridge
center
your
in
HOUSE HUNTING?
y. Buy Blue Lustre. Rent
753-2962.
A25NC bushel, pick your own. $3.00
Let us show you this one on Blood River with great fishing.
We are offering for your inspection, 17 of Murray's nicest
'c shampooer $1.00 at Big
and
picked
delivered.
an
make
Herbert
but
628,500,
dock.
Has large garage, boat house and
homes, ranging from $10,500.00 to $45,000.00. Also a selection
Al4C
IMMEDIATE
H & R USED FURNITURE is Underwood.Phone 498-8510. A16P
offer. Owner insists we sell this property soon.
of farms from 4 acres to 425 acres.
CABINS
VACATION
till
10:00
week
a
days
five
open
POSSESSION.
Located on Kentucky Lake. 6:00,on Hwy. 121, Concord Road.-THREE PIECE antique white 1967 MASSEY Ferguson tractor,
Furnished 2 bedroom, in- Lots of nice used furniture and bedroom suite. Chair and coffee power steering, differential lock,
cluding linens, dishes, T.V., lots of antiques. Phone 753-6676, table. Female Pekingese dog. one owner, plow disc, cultivator,
bush-hog mower, pond slip,
A14C Phone 753-2767 after 4:30
sir conditioner. Rent by day, home phone 753-4716.
p.m.
Al6P cyclone seeder, all these in A-1
week or month.
condition. Nine gilts, bred to
10 percent OFF ALL mer=Phone
chandise through September 1, 1970-175 HONDA,. 1,800 miles. farrow in November. Duroc
Willie's Antique and Gift Shop, Will sell for $450.00. Phone 435- Cross Yorkshire one year
A 16C registered boar, best meat type
10 miles Southeast of Murray off 4301.
breed. Timothy and Red Clover
121 on 614 Junction. Open? days
FURNISHED APARTMENTS Phone 436-2128.
hay, baled 1971. Reason for
A19P
gorgeous
POODLE PUPPIES,
two and three rooms, with
selling, wiling farm. Contact
fluff.
Champion
of
black
ball
complete kitchen and private
Lynn Parker, Murray Route
HELP WANTED
background. Sired by a 9 inch
bath for college boys near
Two,phone 753-6316.
AI3P
campus.Phone 753-5921
A19P WANTED: BABY-SITTER in my Silver. Fully weaned, dewortned
Coldspot
!
Sears
USED
!
MOVING
female.
or
Male
registered.
AKC
home, weekdays from 8:00 am
Al4C white refrigerator in extra good
SMALL ONE bedroom trailer, till 5:30 p.m.Phone 753-9287. A14( Phone 7534379.
condition. 65" frost free, bottom
air-conditioned. Rent $40.00 per
freezer, $100.00. Phone 7537865.
month. Phone 489-2595.
A16C LADIES APPLICATIONS being
house
1967 SCHEVELLE, 12'x53'
A13P
vailable August 17th.
accepted now. Fine opportunity trailer with air-conditioner and
Conwork.
time
for hill or part
WANT TO BUY
other extras Phone 753IRT, $7.00 per load. Phone 753tact Mr. Ralph Rowe, August 17.
A 14P 18.
Al3C
WANT TO BUY 1968, 1969 or 1970 10:00-2:00 p.m. at the Mid.
pick-up truck. Low Mileage. In Towner Motel. No phone
A16(
condition Phone 753-6030 calls.
0.0 good
after 5:00p.m.
TFNC
•
•
cs.
0.0000.3
0.0
Cy,
00
0,0
0.0
0
0
0.1
0.0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
0,0
'HOMEWORKERS
WANTED
.0 0'. 00 00 0,0 0,0 0,0
,0 ,
r ,
I,
0 0 0 9I'
Vjt
tj
VI
00000 Vj
6o6o6;
4 4 4,
part-time,full-time work at home
WANT TO BUY one twin bed with mailing our circulars. For details
r 110-Volt & 12-Volt Combination Lights
7-eight- TWO BEDROOM house ; kitchen, mattress and
APPROXIMATELY
springs. Phone 492- rush self-addressed, stamped
Range
tenths acres, about 3 miles South- den, living room, bath
8614.
ITC anvelope and 35c to US Enr 36" Height
west of Lynn Grove and excellent and refrigerator included. All
outwith
Box
813-A7,
P.O.
terprises,
lot
Large
carpet.
new
Insulation On Top and On Al) 4 Walls
location for basement. On good
Landolt a ANT TO BUY; logs and Mayfield, Kentucky 42066. TFC
road, mail route and school bus side storage. Call Gene
5:01
standing timber. Also have for
r 14"x14" Roof Vent
route. Contact Earl Spann, Route at 753-8175 or 7534707 after
FOR SALE OR TRADE
TFC sale lumber and sawdust.
p.m.
2,Pochahontas, illinois
2" Construction
A
,
Murray Saw Mill and Lumber PARTIALLY WOODED lot,
62275.
A26C
TFC 105'x160' in Sherwood Forest.
SMALL leAttai; goou iocauore Co. one 753-4147.
PRICE $255oo
Phone 753-7358, after 4:89 j
BY OWNER; 190 acre fenced taiainess or future investment.
p.m.
LOST & FOUND
farm. Good gravel road, One mile East Murray, apsoutheast of New Concoed. 189' proximately 10 acres pasture.
WANTED TO RENT
LOST: GERMAN Shepherd,
well, electricity, 2 outbdildings, Hog wire fencing, stables, water.
to
female,
name
of
answers
2 Miles South of Murray on Hwy. 641
Cozy
older 7 room house, modern.
corral. $19,000.00 for quick sale.
TO RENT unfurnished
Christy. Lost on South side of WANT
For appointment call 436Phone 753-3600
753Phone
Earl Redmon 753-2417 or 436house.
two bedroom
Al6C
TFC Iowa.:Phone 753-7971.
AIIC 2173.
'
A 14C Al&
5572_
5058:
•
SUGAR CREEK AREA
300 acres of farm land. Good for developing. Has cottage and
lake front. $68,500.

A•AAAA•AAAAA4

FOR RENT

Miller
good

m and
rt and 11'

DONALD R. TUCKER
REALTOR

k Road.
uilt-ins,

502-492-8622

- MEMBER OF MULTIPLE LISTING.753- 4342

nd air,
3 acre
seen

00 0,0 0000 0.0 0.0 0.0 01 00

FOR RENT

Phone 753-5108

ck veneer
CI-SEE
wonderful

RTY for
and 3 in
ta are

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

00 0,0 0,0 00 00 0.".• 0.0 00 0.0
444 4 4 044000444 00
444440

ii•

bedroom
3
ge modern 1.

REAL MUTE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

11-

ASSOCIATES.

PAT MOBLEY

EDNA KNIGHT
753-4342
753-4910

PUT

Office

Pickup-Truck-Campers

want ads

TO WORK FOR YOU

+44.

Home.

753-4342
753-8958

Brandon Manufacturers

4
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TV CAMEOS: Juliet Mills

English Actress Loves Living Here
By BILL DUNN
SUMMER vacation this year
for the pretty and talented English actress, Juliet Millis, was a
combination of work and relaxation. While staying with her
parents in London, Juliet spent
two months rehearsing and filming "She Stoops To Conquer"
with Tom Courtenay and Sir
Ralph Richardson for subsequent broadcast on the BBC.
After that, it was off to the
continent for a brief stay with
friends in the south of France
and then a visit in Monaco with
her actress-sister, Bayley.
When last heard from, Juliet
reported herself "on my way
from London to start 'Nanny
And The Professor." And although terribly British and an
avowed Londoner, Juliet admits
It's good to be back in California, her home away from
home. "I love America," she
says. That being the case, she
finds six months here and six
months there is "a marvelous
arrangement."
• • •

Pipeline
Inspection
Business Up

FRIDAY—AUGUST 13, 1971

Bat-Wing Junks, Doomed By Motor Craft,
Disappearing From Waters Near Hong Kong

Classified

So
In
Cal

Ads

By LEROY POPE
AUTOS FOR SALE
UPI Business writer
NEW YORK (UPI)—Since
1965 CHEVELLE,4 door sedan,6
last December, eight natural
cylinder,automatic. Extra clean,
Al4C
gas main explosions have killed
$525.00. Phone 753-6346.
30 Americans and injured
nearly 200. Last year there
1964 PLYMOUTH Belvedere 6
were 1,019 gas pipeline or gas
cylinder, automatic. Very good
main disasters in the country.
condition inside and out. Motor in
With 900,000 miles of major
good condition also. Good
pipelines and another one
economy car, $400.00. Phone 753- .million miles of fathering lines
Al6C
6069.
and urban gas mains, the
nation's populace literally lives
on top of a vast network of
explosives.
Natural gas isn't the only
pipeline menace. On June 5, a
NEW YORK (UPI) —The
pipeline carrying anhydrous
A bat-wing junk hers appears to be making way for a more modem craft.
stock market turned mixed at
ammonia blew up in northeast
By STEVE LIBBY
This picture changed 25 years midday Friday after chalking
Arkansas, killing or blinding
HONG KONG—Since time immemorial, the junk has plied the ago, when the government in- up its best gain in more than
livestock and fish, spoiling high seas. Even Christopher Columbus'
Santa Maria was not stigated the non-profit Fish eight months Thursday. Turnovnearby crops and sending one much different from some of the larger junks still to be seen Marketing
Organization. This er was moderate.
little
boy
to
a
Juliet
hospital with today in the South China Sea. But Hong Kong, that bustling unit paid a fair price to the
NOT ONLY an actress,
The Dow Jones industrial
internationconfirmed
serious injuries.
metropolis so dependent upon the sea for its very survival, is fishermen, deducting only a
is also a
average, which rocketed more
Ado, John Mills is sown here with his daughter
al traveler, who first came to
small commission for handling
In recent years, the inspec- now seeing the last of its picturesque bat-wing junk sails.
than
12 points Thursday,
Juliet, who stars in ABC's "Nanny And The Professor".
the United States when she was
It's not—as one might think—a romantic leave-taking against coats.
tion and maintenance of pipeIt was Mills who encouraged Juliet to audition for
a teenager. Just seventeen at
dropped 1.24 to 857.77. Stabled
background of a sunset The end comes in a noisy shipyard
the
Commission
money
formed
lines to prevent such disasters
"Rye Finger Exercise," the play that began her career.
the time, she hit Broadway in
where the sails are furled for the last time and a Diesel engine the basis of a loan fund which & Poor's 500 stock index was
has become a substantial
directed
Gielgud
the John
fishermen could use to mechan- unchanged at 96.00, but advacis installed.
theater
was of me has gone into her." Juliet
involvement
the
in
business.
smash, "Five Finger,Exercise."
There
are
many
Today's Hong Kong fishing fleet numbers about 6,200 veeseia, ize their junks. The more suc- ces topped declines, 585 to 492
thinks of Phoebe as a projecThinking back on it now, "more than likely. Don't you
companies in it but the of which slightly more than 100 are modern craft—mostly of the cessful, singly or in groups, seAnd "Five tion of what she herself would
Juliet jokingly said it was not think?" she asks.
Tuboscope Division of AMF, stern-trawler type. All the rest are traditionally designed junks cured loans to build modern among the 11408 issues crossing
Exercise" proved to be like to be: optimistic, a good
only a hit show but also her Finger
the tape.
efficient
housekeeper,
boats. Eleven years ago the
. but 5,000 of these are mechanized.
and
for
point
starting
excellent
an
Inc.,
at Houston, Halliburton
disinterest in pursuing a ballet
Prices were mixed in modertransition
internal
a
sail
government
peridea
my
to
combustion
from
"She's
of
own
This
now
has
She
actress.
been
young
established
fairly
a
septhe
Corp. of Dallas and Schltunbercareer that brought her to
ate
trading on the American
looked
nanny,
one
I've
fect
and
rapid,
advantage
havfeel
and
mentions
that
many
of
arate
deal
a
great
of
the
loan
of
the
the
fund
color
harbor
to
finance
the
America. She had studied ballet
ger, Ltd. are among the
Gielgud. for ages to find."
has faded, because of the transition. Just 15 years ago, only 10 development of vessels capable Stock Exchange.
for years only to discover it ing worked with John
leaders.
The
business
is
divided
Since beginning "Nanny And
Then too, the play and her role
per cent of the fleet was mechanized. And there have been other of fishing at a greater distance
Among the most active Amex
WAS "too much hard work." It
into the inspection of new pipe radical changes.
have been
from the mainland.
was then that her father sug- In it were both very good vehi- The Professor," there
issues
were Loews warrants
•
• •
as it goes into the ground and
A quarter-century ago, the Crown Colony boasted one of the
gested Juliet audition for a new cles, providing her with wide offers to do other series. But
Juliet turns them down, findpipe that has been underground largest fishing fleets in the British Commonwealth—perhaps HOMES on dry land were down slightly on a volume of
play, "Five Finger Exercise." exposure here and at home.
62,000, Imperial Oil fractionally
ing the characters in them
• •
"I didn't know enough about it
some years subject to corro- 11,000 vessels. The diminishing number came about as progress: bent for fishermen. Schools
lightweight In discussing telehigher on 25,000 shares, and
trawler
more
economic
is
were
a
otter
founded
unit
a
stern
than
in
two
mechanfishermen's
to get nervous," she says now.
FROM THAT fine beginning,
sion, frost and heat.
Nevertheless she got the part Juliet went on to appear in vision parts, Juliet assumes that
ized units trawling as a pair.
villages and there the govern- Syntex about steady on. 12,000
"The
business
of
inspecting
seasons
go
five
may
"a
show
Then, too, Hong Kong's industrial development, which began ment trains coxwains
and had eighteen valuable films and on the stage. And
shares.
old pipelines in the ground has to skyrocket in the early 1950s, made many fishermen turn their classes in seamanship,and runs
and you need to have a good
months on the London stage.
right now she looks forward to
navigaStocks hit by profit taking on
continue giving "toppart"
to
grown pretty dramatically in back on the sea, since wages and working conditions were far tion and engineering
While Juliet's switch from doing a dance-musical,-But that notch" performances.
the Big Board included IBM
the past three years," said an better in factory than on ship.
ballet to acting may seem sud- will have to wait since she's
Officials forecast a further doWn 23
• • •
/
4, Burroughs off
•
•
•
AMY spokesman.
den, it really wasn't She had currently committed to a full
reduction in bat-wing sail junks
/
2, Polaroid 1, Walt
THAT'S the way it is with
HOWEVER, although the fleet is 60 per cent the size it was in the months and years to Memorex 11
acted as a child, And her fa- shooting schedule for "Nanny
The most widely used method
ther, who offered his encourage- And The Professor," which co- Phoebe. After two seasons,
of inspecting pipelines in the 25 years ago, it lands a catch today four times larger than it come, with a growing number Disney 1, and Bausch & Lomb
ment, knew what he was doing. stars Richard Long, whom Juliet says, "I love doing her."
/
2.
did then, according to estimates of the Agriculture and Fisheries of more modern vessels; filling 11
He, of course, is John Mills, Juliet calls "a good buddy" to She finds herself just as "in- ground is AMY Tuboscope's Department. In 1946, some 14,500 metnc tons of fish were sold in. The fleet is kept buoyant by Corning Glass and Superior
linalog
system,
commonly through the Fish Marketing Organis.ationsi%By 1970, the figure the tremendous
the well-known British actor. borrow an American colloquial- spired and excited" about the
demand for Oil, however, climbed 22,4 and
show now as when she began. called "the pig." It is little had gone up to more than 70,000 tons.
And Juliet's mother is novelist
fish. The community's four mil- 2, respectively.
And
Phoebe's
a
displaying
bit
of
the
Juliet's
series
role within
and playwright Mary Bayley
vehicle that bores through the
To these figures must be added other seafoods, such as lion people devour 200 tons of
is that of nanny Phoebe Figa- eagerness and optimism, Juliet
Be_11.
pipeline like a pig rooting in the prawns, and a certain amount not sold through the organization. fish and other sea food daily. Steels and aircrafts tacked on
With such theatrically talent- lilly with whom Juliet feels a concluded, "I do want the show
ground.
With demand such as it is, fractions, while motors traded
The pig carries electro- An estimate of this total is 100,000 tons for 1989, including
ed parents, Juliet feels her own strong kinship. "More and more to continue,"
the future of Hong Kong's fish- In narrowly irregular fashion.
nic sensors and instruments 13,000 tons of prawns.
The old sailing junks may children, in-laws and an occa- ing fleet is anything but grim. Rails gave up fractions.
that check every square cenhave looked romantic from the sional chicken and dog. And the And it will still be some time
Among the stocks on the
timeter of the pipeline wall for distance, but they were hope- majority of the fishermen were before
the graceful
active list were Western Union
corrosion, weld faults previous- lessly uneconomic. In many in perpetual debt to middlemen, junk—even though it bat-wing
may be up 7/s, Pan American World
ly
undetected and
stress cases, they served as the per- to whom they were bound to power-driven — will disappear
From Th.
cracking.
manent floating home for the sell their catch at a meagre completely from Hong Kong's Airways unchanged, and American Standard % higher.
erman and his family—wife, price.
waters.
Sonar wave instruments are
American Standard traded an
used to detect leaks and
early block of 81,000 shares at
pinpoint locations.
=44,
up us, in a cross
By United Press laternatissal
••••
Tuboscope has a small linalog
transaction.
NEW YORK —US. Ambassa(Condoned
pig for inspecting urban gas
frem Page 11
kdor to the United Nations
By MURRAY J. BROWN
mains and is developing a big
Automobiles also run into the side
George Bush, denying reports
UPI Travel Editor
linalog system to inspect both
of the building occasionally.
the United States was not
the outside walls of the new oil Miss Mary
Shipleyof 702 The council began proceedings
vigorously trying to save the
COPENHAGEN (UPI) - New York has its Fifth Avenue, and gas pipelines projected to Poplar St., Murray, age 77, died to close the street at the city's
seat of Nationalist China in the London has Bond Street, and Paris its Rue du Faubourg
St. cross Canada to the new Thursday at 12:45 p.m. at the expense whichwill cost about
U.N.:
Honors.
Murray-CallowaY County $300.00.
Alaskan petroleum fields.
"We want to see the Republic
But Copenhagen has the Stroget, the longest shopping street Inspection alone cannot pro- Hospital following an extended
The meeting lasted until 10:00 LONDON (UPI) —Selling
NEW
YORK (UP!i—The
of China remain in the United exclusively for pedestrians in the world. It runs about one-half vide total
p.m. last night with about forty- pressure drove the dollar to a maket has been oversold
protection against illness.
for
Nations. We think there is a mile, from bustling Town Hall Square dominated by the gas leaks
disasters.
Shipley is survived by one five minutes being taken by Mr. new low in West Germany two weeks, but potential
Miss
buyers
dangerous precedent in kicking green-roofed Twon Hall to Kings's Square where an equestrian
today.
Elsewhere
Europe,
in
Clarice
According to Pat Lynn, an sister, Mrs.
Jacob, Henry Sledd who urged that
remain on the sidelines waiting
statue of Christian V sits in the center of a lovely park.
out somebody."
editor at Engineering News- Puryear, Tenn., a nephew, Rob action against a city policeman U.S. currency stayed near its for good
news and a rising
The Stoget, and its side streets, are lined with department
Record who has made a special Bradley, Benton; and an uncle, be taken because the policeman, lowest permitted price.
trend and willing to pay higher
BALTIMORE —A wounded stores, boutiques and shops offering the finest selections of study
Exchange
dealers
London,
in
Stubblefield,
of
Sr.,
then
alledgedly
off
with
duty,
pipeline
attacked
and gas main Vernon
prices rather than
make
Vietnam veteran, after watch- Danish and imported arts and crafts - porcelains, silver, crystal, safety,
many existing gas whom she had made her home his son. Mr. Sledd had taken the where the dollar hovered a commitments in
the current
ing a benefit performance given furs, furniture, clothing, jewelry, toys, etc.
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